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Spin and charge density fluctuations are important excitations in the strongly

correlated systems, especially in the recently discovered high temperature superconductors.

Several different theories on high temperature superconductors have been proposed based

on spin fluctuations. However, experiments have also shown the existence of strong

charge fluctuations. It is, therefore, desirable to investigate the physical consequences of

the coexistence of strong spin and charge density fluctuations. As a first step toward a full

understanding of both spin and charge excitations, a self-consistent theory is established.

In this self-consistent theory, there are three important quantities, the spin susceptibility,

the charge susceptibility, and the phonon Green's function. These three quantities are

coupled together by the electron-phonon and phonon-spin fluctuation interactions. The

phonon-spin fluctuation interaction is derived by making use of the spin-orbital coupling.

For a strongly correlated system, the spin and charge density excitations have to be

considered self-consistently. They are intimately related.
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The effects of antiparamagnons on phonons are also investigated. Antiparamagnons

can have dramatic effects on phononic properties. It is found that new modes are formed in

the presence of antiferromagnetic spin fluctuations.

The de Haas-van Alphen effect in marginal and nearly antiferromagnetic Fermi

liquids is studied. It is found that the de Haas-van Alphen frequency is unaffected by the

anomalous response functions of the marginal and nearly antiferromagnetic Fermi liquids

due to the absence of real parts of self-energies on the imaginary frequency axis.
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Coexistence of Spin and Charge Density Fluctuations

in Strongly Correlated Systems

Chapter 1

Spin Fluctuations in High Temperature Superconductors

1.1 Introduction

One of the peculiar features of the high temperature superconductors is that they are

antiferromagnetic insulators in their parent compound forms' 2. Upon doping of holes onto

the Cu-0 planes, the Neel temperature decreases and falls to zero, and superconductivity

onsets at still higher doping (see Figure 1 for typical phase diagrams of copper oxides3). In

the metallic regime, there exist strongly enhanced antiferromagnetic spin fluctuations, as

shown by experiments such as NMR4 (Nuclear Magnetic Resonance) and neutron

scatterings -8. Neutron studies show that strong two-dimensional antiferromagnetic spin

correlations extend into the superconducting phase with a spin-spin correlation length

falling from 200 A above the Néel temperature in the undoped La2CuO4 material to

10 20 A in the superconducting phase.

From the phase diagrams, we see the proximity of superconductivity and

antiferromagnetism. This, together with the experimental observation of strong

antiferromagnetic spin fluctuations in the metallic regime, leads to an expectation that spin

excitations play a major role in bringing about the anomalous normal state properties and

mediate superconducting pairing.

There are two limiting cases in describing the antiferromagnetism. One is the

localized limit in which magnetic electrons are localized on copper sites; the other is the

itinerant limit in which electrons reside in extended states which form energy bands. The

band structure calculations are consistent with the second point of view. At half filling, the

band structure calculations show that the two-dimensional Fermi surface has roughly a
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square shape with large nesting portions when translated by the nesting wave vector

Q = (it /a, zla) in the Cu-0 plane [see Figure 2].

Several theories have been proposed based on the existence of strong

antiferromagnetic spin fluctuations. The often-mentioned ones in the literature are the spin

bag and pseudogap mechanism by Schrieffer et a19-14, nearly antiferromagnetic Fermi

liquid theory by the Pines group's -19, marginal Fermi liquid theory by Varma et a12°-22,

and the self-consistent renormalization theory by Moriya et a123. Except for the marginal

Fermi liquid theory, the other three are all based on the one-band Hubbard model. For

detailed treatment of the spin susceptibility of the one-band Hubbard model, see Appendix

A.

Although the marginal Fermi liquid theory specifies no particular microscopic

mechanism, there are some expectations that spin fluctuations underline its assumption.

In this chapter we give an overall picture to each of the above theories.

1.2 Spin Bag and Pseudogap Mechanism

The spin bag and pseudogap approach9-14 is built upon the one-band Hubbard

mode124-26 which has the following Hamiltonian on a square lattice

H = t E(c;tacia ± h. c.)+ UEntinti , ( 1.2.1)

where t is the nearest neighbor hopping integral, (i, j) denotes a sum over nearest

neighbors, cita is the creation operator of the electron of spin a on site i, U is the on-site

Coulomb repulsion, and ?Ia., = c:acia is the electron number operator of spin a. In

momentum space the Hamiltonian is

H =v
`-ka

v ct ct
k+qT k'-q k.i. ,

ka N kk'q
(1.2.2)

where N is the total number of sites and the dispersion relation Ek is for a two-dimensional

square lattice



sk = 2t[cos(lca) + cos(kya) I

with a being the lattice constant.

Tc la

it /a

7c la
qx

Figure 2. The Brillouin zone and the Fermi surface. The large square

is the Brillouin zone; the small square is the magnetic zone, which is

also the Fermi surface exactly at half filling. Q is the nesting wave

vector.

4

(1.2.3)

From the above dispersion relation we see that the band width W is given by

W = 8t. Here we consider the limiting case where the on-site Coulomb repulsion is smaller

than the band width, i. e., U W . In this limit, Bloch states form a convenient basis set to

describe the problem. The Brillouin zone and the Fermi surface are shown in Figure 2. The

smaller square in Figure 2 denotes the magnetic Brillouin zone, which is also the Fermi
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surface exactly at half filling. Q = (7tja, gla) is the nesting wave vector. Because of strong

Fermi surface nesting, a spin density wave (SDW) occurs and an energy gap opens up at

the Fermi surface for the undoped (parent) compounds.

A hole in a commensurate spin density system preserves its spin and charge but

clothes itself with a region of reduced antiferromagnetic order. The reduced

antiferromagnetic order is produced since the presence of the hole pulls the local Fermi

surface away from the nesting condition and thereby reduces the amplitude and gap of the

SDW. The hole and its surrounding reduced antiferromagnetic order move together as a

quasiparticle. This quasiparticle is called a spin bag. The shape of a spin bag is like a cigar

which has a longitudinal dimension of order the SDW coherence length and a transverse

dimension of order the lattice spacing. When a second hole is added, it is attracted to the

first hole by sharing the depressed antiferromagnetic region. While this result is intuitively

clear since the two holes can share (at least temporarily) a common bag thereby lowering

their energy, this is in contrast with the corresponding situation in the absence of at least

local antiferromagnetic order. In the nonmagnetic phase, one finds a repulsive interaction

between quasiparticles in momentum space. Therefore, the existence of the spin density

wave gap gives an increase of the hole energy which is reduced by the presence of a second

hole, producing an effective attraction.

In the spin bag approach, the superconducting gap is nodeless at the Fermi surface,

which means that no power-law temperature dependence is expected in measurable physical

quantities such as the specific heat, spin susceptibility, magnetic resonance relaxation rates,

acoustic attenuation, and etc. It is assumed that the spin bags form a degenerate Fermi

liquid in the metallic phase. Therefore, all the tools developed for the normal Fermi liquid

apply to a liquid of spin bags. In particular, if one knows the coupling constant between

spin excitations and the electronic quasiparticles, a perturbative estimation of the pairing

interaction can be made, as with the conventional electron-phonon interaction.

The Hamiltonian in Eq. (1.2.2) is rewritten as



H =Yekctkacka + 1,8a 3 ,t
a' Pfl

cpi-
I C_k+q fiCk

ka 2/V kk'q
aal3f3'

6

(1.2.4)

to facilitate performing the mean field calculations. Assuming that an SDW mean field is in

the z direction

(K2141K2)=E(K214ao-aa,ck,i0). NS,
k

(1.2.5)

where I Q) is the ground state with the presence of a static spin density wave and S is a

variational parameter which will be determined self-consistently, the second term in Eq.

(1.2.4) can be factorized according to the Hartree-Fock mean field theory and the resultant

Hamiltonian is given by

1
H = Eekctkacka --us ycitc+Qa0-a3c,,ck, .

ka 2 kaa'

The above Hamiltonian can be diagonalized by the transformation

VI 3= UkCca Vk 246apCk+Q,s
13

.,y3
VkCk,, afiuk+Q,p

(1.2.6)

The operators ykca and 4, describe excitations from the SDW ground state in the

conduction and valence bands, respectively. Operating on IQ), these operators yield

(7;,« )t I L2) = Y k,a I = 0 , (1.2.8)

which defines the SDW vacuum state. In terms of the new operators, the Hamiltonian is

written as

H = EEk(rtkc,arl,. ytkv,a7/1",.),
ka

where the k -sum is over the magnetic zone and the excitation energy Ek is given by

Ek = Ek2 + A2 ,

(1.2.9)

(1.2.10)



A = USI2 .

7

(1.2.11)

The self-consistency equation determining S is found from Eqs. (1.2.5), (1.2.7a), and

(1.2.7b)

1 v, 1 1

2.4N k Alek2+ A2 U' (1.2.12)

where the k -sum is over the magnetic zone, noting that A is related to S through Eq.

(1.2.11).

The y operators introduced above are quasiparticle operators, describing holes and

their surrounding reduced antiferromagnetic order. They are essentially spin bag operators.

A superconducting pair is composed of two y excitations. In the RPA (Random Phase

Approximation), the attractive potential between the y excitations is found to be

Vkk, = [-m2 (k, le)U2 ZzPA(k k' + Q) + 12(k, 10-12 ZiztzpA(k 01

xe(co, IEk EF1)0(0), IEk EFI), (1.2.13)

where coc is a cutoff energy, 0(x) is the step function, m and 1 are coherence factors given

by

m(k, k') = ukv,, + vku,

1(k, k') = Uktikt + Vklikt

2CRpzzA(k k') and T(Rp"A (k k' + Q) are the RPA spin susceptibilities calculated from the

above model.

Having derived the attractive interactions among quasiparticles, we can write down

immediately the BCS (Bardeen, Cooper, and Schrieffer) gap equation

Asc(k) = -E v., A" ..,(k) tanh(lfit ,)2 k 1
(1.2.16)

le 2Ek,

where



Ek = V(Ek EF )2 + gsc(k) ,

and the superconducting gap is introduced in the following manner

Asc(k)= EVkk,(7:7_vel)
k'

8

(1.2.17)

(1.2.18)

The conduction band contribution to pairing has been neglected since it is very small

compared to that from the valence band.

If the Fermi surface is small, i.e., the momentum transfer across the Fermi surface

is smaller than the inverse of the spin density wave correlation length ( sc,w), the effective

attractive potential can be approximated as

Vick, V00(wo IEk EFI )0(coo IEk, EFI ) ,

coo = min(co rC ' 21 *-iM SDW )

Using the attractive potential in Eq. (1.2.19) and approximating the valence band

quasiparticle dispersion relation near k = 0 by

1
Ek - 2m« k2 + const ,

we find the superconducting gap and the critical temperature are given by

( 2z
Asc = 2 /EFwo exp

V m*c22)'0

kBTe = 1.14VEFcoo exp(
2z

Vom*a2

(1.2.21)

(1.2.22)

(1.2.23)

From the Tc equation, we see that Tc is very sensitive to the effective mass of the

quasiparticles. The effective mass can not be reliably evaluated. Experiments indicate that

m* 5 10me. The above analysis is correct only if Asc EF. This is because the

superconducting gap equation is derived using the mean field theory which is justified if

there are many Cooper pairs in the coherence area.
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At higher doping, the spectral weight at the center of the gap becomes finite and the

spin density gap becomes a pseudogap. To see it clearly, one can calculate the spectral

function. The prescription of doing this is as follows. Due to interactions with the

antiferromagnetic spin fluctuations, the holes acquire a self-energy part in their Green's

functions. The imaginary part of the self-energy gives the spectral function.

There are two time ordered Feynman diagrams that contribute to the hole self-

energy, as shown in Figure 3. Figure 3(a) is the "backward propagation" time ordered

Feynman diagram and Figure 3(b) is the "forward propagation" time ordered Feynman

diagram. These two time ordered diagrams are to be represented by the single diagram in

momentum and frequency space, as shown in Figure 3(c). In momentum and frequency

space, the total self-energy is given by

3U2 dv
E(k, co) =

. G(k q, co v)x(q, v) ,
2N 2g

(1.2.24)

where G(k q, co v) is the hole Green's function and x(q, v) is the RPA spin

susceptibility. For a derivation of Eq. (1.2.24) in the RPA, see Appendix A.

For a qualitative discussion of the formation of the pseudogap Kampf and

Schrieffer first studied a simple model for the spin susceptibility x(q, v), which contains

the essential physics of the Hubbard model in the paramagnetic state. The model

susceptibility may then be used to calculate the self-energy from Eq. (1.2.24). For

simplicity, the free hole Green's function is used in Eq. (1.2.24). In the paramagnetic state

the rotational symmetry in spin space is still preserved, and it is sufficient to consider only

the longitudinal spin susceptibility for spin amplitude fluctuations.

In the adiabatic limit the spin fluctuations are slow compared to electronic

frequencies and the spin susceptibility is approximated as

VA?x(q, = 0(q)1dv' g(V) )
v2 v'2 + iS

(1.2.25)



= a2(F) (qx + r2
+

10

(1.2.26)

where the enhancement of the spin susceptibility at the antiferromagnetic wave vectors Q is

simply represented by the Lorentzians centered at the four corners of the Brillouin zone

with Lorentzians being normalized to unity by a(F) = iritan-1 (2 z/F), the inverse of F is a

measure of the spin-spin correlation length, A. is the coupling constant between the spin

excitations and the electronic quasiparticles, and g(v) is the frequency distribution of spin

fluctuations.

The frequency distribution is modeled by a linear distribution up to a cutoff

frequency vc, which is the characteristic frequency scale for spin fluctuations

ks
(a) (b)

ks
(c)

ks

Figure 3. The self-energy Feynman diagrams: (a) the "backward

propagation" diagram; (b) the "forward propagation" diagram; (c) the

diagram in momentum and frequency space.
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g(v) = 0(v0 v) .

vo

Using the above frequency distribution, the self-energy is given by

11

(1.2.27)

ReE(k, co) = 3
wAy

I o(oci (k, colnk_q[Rq(k, (0)- hill +Rq(k, co)11
Nvo

(1 nk_q)[Rq(k, co)+ lnllRq(k, co)11} , (1.2.28)

Im E(k, co) = 3/r
(uA, )2 2,%--,

0(0q-1(k, (0){nk_qe(ek, (0)0(coo ek_q +w )
Nv0

(1 nk_q )0( co ek_q )0( vo w+ ek_q) I ,

Rq(k, =
v O

,
co £k-q

(1.2.29)

(1.2.30)

where n
q

is the hole occupation factor.

The qualitative behavior of E(k, co) is shown in Figure 4. From the Fermi liquid

theory, we know that the quasiparticle spectrum is determined from poles of the Green's

function

G(k, CO) =
CO Ek E(k, CO)

1

co e(k) Re E(k, co) = 0 .

The spectral function A(k, co) is determined by

(1.2.31)

(1.2.32)

A(k, co) = 1ImG(k, (0)1. (1.2.33)

In the conventional Fermi liquid the self-energy is essentially wave vector independent and

we can find only one solution of an equation co E(k) ReE(k, co) = 0. In the pseudogap

regime with finite range antiferromagnetic spin correlations the suppression of vacuum
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fluctuations becomes important and the real part of the self-energy has now a large positive

(negative) contribution for particles (holes) from the "backward scattering". This change in

the self-energy then leads to five solutions of Eq. (1.2.32), as shown in Figure 4(b). The

solutions 1 and 5 correspond to the developing upper and lower SDW bands, solution 3

still describes the quasiparticle that was present in the weakly correlated Fermi liquid limit

in Figure 4(a). The solutions 2 and 4 are accompanied by a large imaginary part of the self-

energy that contributes only to the incoherent background of the spectral function.

The shift of spectral weight to the incoherent parts of the spectral function is

responsible for the formation of the pseudogap in the density of states. It is important to

note that for nearly commensurate spin order, the pseudogap is still centered at w = 0,

while the chemical potential moves downward into a region with a large density of states.

Thus, instead of having a small density of states at the Fermi energy, the pseudogap

formation leads to a large density of states for moderate doping levels. This is consistent

with a static spin susceptibility that grows with hole doping as seen in experiment.

We know turn to the discussion of superconductivity in the pseudogap regime. The

existence of the pseudogap provides a new mechanism for an attractive spin bag pairing

potential through the crossed line diagram shown in Figure 5. The attraction arising from

this diagram can be viewed as follows. The self-energy due to spin fluctuations is positive

near the SDW instability and leads to a pseudogap. A second particle added to the system

suppresses these fluctuations through the Pauli principle, reducing the phase space

available to electron-hole excitations and hence reducing the spin susceptibility. This real

space reduction of the spin susceptibility extends over a range of order the spin density

wave coherence length around each quasiparticle and reduces the self-energy for another

particle in its vicinity, thereby giving an effective attraction.

Using the model spin susceptibility and the bare Green's function for the

intermediate fermion lines, the spin bag pairing potential represented by this diagram is

given by
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(a)

Figure 4. Qualitative behavior of the real part of the self-energy in

the (a) Fermi liquid and the (b) pseudogap regime. [From reference 91



I 1 2dv
Go(k q, co v)G0(-k' q, co' v)U2 x(q,v)id z

ks

-ks

xU2x(q + k' k, v + co' co) .

14

(1.2.34)

1.- k's

k's.

Figure 5. Lowest-order spin bag contribution to the pairing

interaction.

In order to get some insight in the structure of this pairing potential, we will evaluate it for

to = co' by assuming that there is only a single spin fluctuation frequency coo and the

Lorentzian momentum dependence is replaced by a 8 function centered at Q. We then

obtain

\ (vo ek)(3vo -e k)- (02V: (w) = -(2702(1/2,Y 8(k 0[0- nk_Q) 2

+nk-Q
Vo(Vo ± CO ± ek)2(Vo CO+ ek)2

(v0 + ek)(3vo + ek)- co2

(1.2.35)

Due to the 8 function approximation in the model susceptibility only momentum Q

can be exchanged across the interaction lines giving rise to the (5 function 8(k k') for
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vanishing net momentum transfer. The pairing potential is attractive for low frequencies

vc, and repulsive for sufficiently high frequencies co >> vo, see Figure 6(a). This

feature of the pairing potential is not altered by using the linear frequency distribution

instead of a single spin fluctuation frequency. In addition, the zero frequency limit of the

pairing potential is strongly enhanced, diverging logarithmically at the Fermi surface

precisely at half-filling. On the other hand, the contribution from the antiferromagnon

exchange processes is largest for momentum transfer close to Q leading to an effective

pairing potential Vat. = VSB v APM which is attractive for small momentum transfer and

repulsive for large momentum transfer, see Figure 6(b).

To summarize the spin bag and pseudogap approach, we have seen that

antiferromagnetic spin fluctuations depress the density of states in the vicinity of the Fermi

surface, leading to a pseudogap. As the system becomes antiferromagnetically ordered, the

pseudogap sharpens to become the spin density wave exchange gap. The pseudogap is due

to exchange suppression of vacuum fluctuations rather than a magnetopolaron effect. Here

the magnetopolaron effect arises from the "forward propagation" diagram (Figure 3(b)). A

magnetopolaron refers to a particle dressed up with a cloud of antiferromagnons in a

conventional sense.

It has been shown that the pairing potential between two spin bags is attractive for

small momentum transfer (compared to the inverse of the spin fluctuation coherence length)

due to the holes sharing each other's bag. However, the pairing potential is repulsive for

large momentum transfer q = Q, reflecting the repulsive nature of the one spin fluctuation

exchange process for antiparallel spins, in contrast with the usual phonon interaction.

These results are consistent with those derived in the SDW background. We, thus, see a

smooth evolution as the hole doping decreases from metallic to doped pseudogap and

doped antiferromagnetic behavior.
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Ktf(k, k') = VsB (k, k') + VApm (k, k'). [From reference 8.]
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1.3 Nearly Antiferromagnetic Fermi Liquid

Millis, Monien, and Pines19 treat the cuprate oxides as one component

antiferromagnetic Fermi liquids for which they derived a phenomenological spin

susceptibility by introducing some parameters to the usual RPA spin susceptibility

expression. In the following the derivation of the phenomenological spin susceptibility is

outlined. We first concentrate on the antiferromagnetic spin fluctuation part of the spin

susceptibility.

Within the RPA the spin susceptibility x(q, v) of an interacting system is related to

the spin susceptibility zo(q,v) of a noninteracting system through the following formula

x(q, v) = x.(4, v)
1- 44(4, v)

where .1 is the interaction vertex. For the normal Fermi liquid the imaginary part zaq, v)

(1.3.1)

of the spin susceptibility in the limit v 0 can be written as

lim aq, v) = v
zo(q, v = 0) X,1 (1.3.2)

-03
q 1 q

where Fq is the characteristic energy of spin fluctuations at wave vector q and xo'(q, v) is

the real part of the spin susceptibility of the noninteracting system. Substituting Eq. (1.3.2)

into Eq. (1.3.1) yields

VZq
liM X"(q, V) = 7r

Fq (1 Fq)2

1

+(m1Fq)2 q2
( 1.3.3)

v-03

where Fq = Jag. Expanding Fq with respect to q around q = Q and keeping up to the

second order term, we have

Fq= Fe- q2 , (1.3.4)

where q is measured with respect to the zone corner Q, the first order term is zero due to

the space inversion symmetry, and the negativity of the second term is due to the fact that

the spin susceptibility is maximum at q = Q. Introducing the coherence length through



1 Fe =(4014)2 ,

and setting Fq = 1 in the second term of the denominator of Eq. (1.3.3), we obtain

()4
X" (q, V) = IrvZq

Fq (1+ q202 + (7r2V2/r:)(4/ 40)4

xvZo War= 0r (1+822)2 + 1/2/14F
,
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(1.3.5)

(1.3.6)

where a is the lattice constant, the q-dependence of and Fq has been ignored, i.e.,

xq = X and Fq = I' , VSF is the characteristic energy for zone corner spin fluctuations and is

given by

and

V = il 4° )2
71"

4

4 %or

(1.3.7)

(1.3.8)

The spin susceptibility in Eq. (1.3.6) is only from the antiferromagnetic spin fluctuations

(antiparamagnons). Taking the quasiparticle contribution into account, we obtain the

following full spin susceptibility

x"(q, v) = 4,(q, v) + x:F(q, v)

KvX0 1+ s (la)4
.r (1 + q22)2 + v2/ vs2F

(1.3.9)

There are two important parameters in the above spin susceptibility; one is /3; the other is

the coherence length . For a specific material, these parameters are to fixed by fitting to

the NMR experimental data. The coherence length is postulated as having the following

temperature dependence



(T)12 =0)12
Lai I_ a _IT +Tx
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(1.3.10)

where Tx is the temperature below which the coherence length ceases to be temperature

dependent. The parameter /3 does not vary much from material to material and it has very

weak temperature dependence. It can be approximated by /3 = 7L2. The antiparamagnon part

of the spin susceptibility is very important in the discussion of superconductivity. Using

the Kramers-Kronig relation we can derive the real part from the imaginary part. Writing

the real and imaginary parts together, we have

XQ
XAF(q, v) = 1+ 2 (q Q)2 vl vsF

(1.3.11)

where q is measured with respect to the zone center and 4 is the static spin susceptibility

at the antiferromagnetic wave vector Q.

The antiferromagnetic spin susceptibility in Eq. (1.3.11) describes the excitations in

the antiferromagnetic Fermi liquid. These excitations are collectively called

antiferromagnons. The antiferromagnons are bosonlike excitations. In the comparison with

the phonons which mediate pairing in conventional superconductors, the antiferromagnons

are likely candidates for mediating pairing in high temperature superconductors. Monthoux,

Balasky, and Pines17' 18 used the spin susceptibility in Eq. (1.3.11) to investigate

superconductivity by the exchange of antiparamagnons. The interaction of quasiparticles of

the antiferromagnetic Fermi liquid with the antiparamagnons is described by the

Hamiltonian

1Hint = TiEj(q)s(q) S(q), (1.3.12)

where CI is the total area of the two-dimensional square lattice, T(q) is the coupling

constant, s(q) is the quasiparticle spin density operator

(q) = I vii4a &co tifk.p
2 kap

(1.3.13)
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with yik being the annihilation operator of a quasiparticle, S(q) is the spin fluctuation

operator whose correlation function is given by Eq. (1.3.11).

We first discuss superconductivity in the weak-coupling limit. This is essentially a

BSC-like theory. In the weak coupling limit, it is found that the antiparamagnon mediating

interaction is repulsive for singlet pairing and attractive for triplet paring. The pairing state

is d 2 2. The superconducting gap can be written as

as

A(k) = Ao(k)[cos(kxa) cos(kya)i (1.3.14)

Neglecting the angular dependence of Ao(k), the linearized gap equation is written

f
A(C) =

ir
Bfde' V(e, eltanh[B(e' 4

all'

014kBT}
Age') , (1.3.15)

2

(T)

where A(e) = Ao(e)(1 let), B is the bandwidth, = 2,u IB , geff (T) is the temperature-

dependent effective coupling constant which is defined by

and

Ig-2(q)z(q, v 0)

eff(T)= q (1.3.16)
Ex(q, v 0)

n/2 gI2

V (e, A) de' cos 19'[(1+142 (1-10)2 cost Of

8

X/ (-1)4)i ReZ(k(£, e) e'), ate)) (1.3.17)

in which (-1)(D' denotes the parity of the gap under the transformations (1), that map any

wave vector in the Brillouin zone onto the first octant.

They have done the numerical solutions to Eq. (1.3.15) and found that the ratio of

the superconducting gap and the critical temperature ranges from 2.9 to 4.3, depending on

the material. The main results can be summarized as follows.



(a) The critical temperature is well approximated by

T = a
r 1(Ta

exp[ w)1,
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(1.3.18)

where the dimensionless coupling constant 2, (Tc) = rige2ff (Tc)xo(Tc)N(0) varies from .48 to

.33 depending on the material, and a and i are material constants of order unity.

(b) Below T the gap opens up very rapidly, reaching a maximum value lager

compared to that of conventional superconductors.

(c) Stronger antiferromagnetic correlations yield lower values of T. and larger

values of the gap-to-Tc ratio.

(d) The coupling constants geff2 (Tc), inferred from 2, (Tc), appear to be in the range

required to explain the anomalous resistivity and optical properties of the normal state.

We now turn to the strong coupling28-3° calculations. In the Matsubara temperature

Green's function formalism, the two-dimensional Eliashberg equations are

E(/), icon) = kBT v
6 N

G(p, icon) =
1

icon (e p)E(p, o n)

2 kBT 2, 2
1,,,icon,(43(p,

icon) = C P icon icon')

xG( p', ic.on,)(1)(p', iwn,) ,

(1.3.19)

(1.3.20)

(1.3.21)

where (p, icon) is the self-energy, G(p, icon) is the Green's function, 4(p, icon) is the

anomalous self-energy and is proportional to the order parameter, N is the total number of

sites, and the Matsubara frequencies icon are given by icon = i(2n + 1)irkBT with n being

integers. The spin susceptibility on the imaginary frequency axis is related to the spin

susceptibility on the real frequency axis in Eq. (1.3.11) through
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Figure 7. Critical temperature Tc v coupling constant squared. The

solid line is the strong coupling result; the dashed line is the weak

coupling result. [From reference 16.]
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(1.3.22)

A nonzero solution for the order parameter (1)(p, icon) can be found when the

largest eigenvalue of the matrix

K(p, icon; p', icon,)= g2 1-cNBT2 x(p p', icon icon,)G(p', icon,)G( p', icon,)

is equal to one. As regards to the functional form of the gap, the argument for the weak

coupling case still holds, i.e., a solution can only be found for a d-wave gap,
(13(p, icon) ec [cos(p)ca) cos(pya)].

For the result from the numerical solutions to the Eliashberg equations, see Figure

7. Compared to the values of T from the weak coupling calculations, the values of T. from

the strong coupling calculations are substantially reduced. But it is still possible for low-

frequency spin fluctuations to give rise to high temperature superconductivity. The

reduction of the values of T is due to the lifetime effects.

They also found that it is essential, in carrying out Eliashberg calculations, to allow

for the full momentum and frequency dependence of the retarded quasiparticle interactions;

if one fails to do this, the resulted transition temperatures can be easily smaller by one order

of magnitude.

1.4 Marginal Fermi Liquid Theory

In examining a wide variety of universal anomalous experimental data on high

temperature superconductors, Varma, Littlewood, Schmitt-Rink, Abramhams, and

Ruckenstein20 formulated a hypothesis about the spin and charge polarizability. The

hypothesis is that over a wide range of momentum q, there exist both spin and charge

density excitations with a polarizability which has a contribution of the form

N(0)(co/T),
ImP(q, co) {_mo)signco,

for Icol < T,

for 'col > T,
(1.4.1)
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where N(0) is the unrenormalized one particle density of states. No qualitative difference

in any calculated property arises if the above equation is multiplied by a smooth function of

q.

The above hypothesis says that the low energy particle-hole excitations of the Cu-0

metals have no energy scale other than the temperature itself. A significant consequence of

the hypothesis is that the quasiparticle weight tends to zero logarithmically as the Fermi

surface is approached. This is in contrast to a conventional Fermi liquid in which the

spectral weight is large at the Fermi surface. A system with such a characteristic behavior is

called a marginal Fermi liquid.

The leading contribution to the one-particle self-energy due to exchange of these

charge and spin fluctuations with the polarizability in Eq. (1.4.1) can be calculated to be

E(k, co) g2N2(0)(coln (1.4.2)

where x = max( I col, T), we is an ultraviolet cutoff, and g is a coupling constant.

The behavior of the above self-energy near the Fermi surface is quite different from

that of the self-energy in a conventional Fermi liquid where, at zero temperature, Re /

and Im E co2. The quasiparticle representation of the one-particle Green's function is

written as

G(k, w) =
Zk

k 1.E(k
=

Ek + iFk
Gincoh (1.4.3)

where zk is the quasiparticle renormalization factor. For the self-energy in Eq. (1.4.2), the

renormalization factor is given by

1
aReE(k, co)]

In[
aw co.Ek

CO

Ek
(1.4.4)

near the Fermi surface. Thus we see that the quasiparticle weight vanishes logarithmically

as E k 0 and all of the spectral weight is in the incoherent part.
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The marginal Fermi liquid hypothesis can explain clearly and easily some normal

state properties such as the linear resistivity, the tunneling experimental data, the specific

heat, Raman scattering data, the optical conductivity, and photoemission experimental data.

It requires extra efforts to explain the NMR experimental data.

A BCS-like theory of high temperature superconductivity based on the marginal

Fermi liquid can be constructed by considering the scattering of quasiparticles from the

bosonic spectrum with the polarizability given in Eq. (1.4.1). Similar to the phonon

mediated pairing in the conventional superconductors, the pairing mediated by excitations

of the polarizability of Eq. (1.4.1) is an s -wave state. The pairing potential is given

approximately by V(q)Re e-1(q, w) where Im e-1(0, w) Im P(0, w) and V (q) is the bare

interaction. Re e-1 is to be obtained from Im e-1 through the Kramers-Kronig relation. The

pairing potential is found to be attractive over a sizable region of q and w < coc.

1.5 Self-Consistent Renormalization Theory

Moriya and his coworkers23 proposed a mechanism of superconductivity for high

temperature superconductors based the SCR (Self-Consistent Renormalization) theory used

in discussing magnetism. The SCR theory is an extension and improvement of the RPA

approach, taking into account the effect of the exchange enhanced spin fluctuations on the

free energy of the thermal equilibrium state. The main elements of the theory are outlined in

the following.

A system of interacting particles of spin is described by the Hubbard Hamiltonian

which is written as

H = Ho +V(I) ,

H0 = I, e kCLCka ,
ka

1 1
V (I) =

2
NU

2
Iv-,
2IS _(q), S±(q)]+

q
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where S_(q) and S+(q) are transverse spin operators which, in terms of particle operators,

are given by

Eck,q,c, , (1.5.4)
k

S+(q)= 1 Ect c2 k+qt 1'1 (1.5.5)

In the interaction term in Eq. (1.5.3), U is the on-site Coulomb repulsion, N is the total

number of electrons, and I =UM° with No being the total number of sites.

In order to find a self-consistent expression for the spin susceptibility, we shall

derive an expression for the free energy in the presence of the interaction of Eq. (1.5.3).

The trick of integrating the coupling constant will be used. The free energy F(I) as a

function of the coupling constant I is given by

exp[ F(I) /T] = Trf exp [- (Ho + V(/))/71} , (1.5.6)

Taking logarithmic derivatives with respect to I on both sides of the above equation yields
d F(I) d V (I)

p
[F(I) H0 V(I)1} (dV(I)

d/ I d I
{ ex (1.5.7))

Integrating the above expression with respect to I from 0 to I , we obtain

F(I) F(0) = (dV(I)\
dl

0

I

1

= NU
2
fdi ([S_(q), S+(-q)}+),

0

where

(1.5.8)

F(0) = T In Tr{exp (H0 in} . (1.5.9)

For magnetism problems it is useful to calculate the free energy F(M, T) with a staggered

magnetization M . The above result is then generalized as



F(M, T) = Fo(M, T) + A IF (M , T) ,

it

1 1

A,F(M, T) =
2
NU di Eqs_(q), S,(q)] ,

+ ALI
0
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(1.5.10)

(1.5.11)

where Fc, (M, T) is the free energy for I = 0.

The spin correlation function in Eq. (1.5.11) can be expressed in terms of the

dynamical spin susceptibilities through the fluctuation-dissipation theorem

where

and

([S -(q), S±(q)]+) = lldco coth(col2T)Ini{x;,(q, c o + i0+)}

zZ(q,

ZA71 (q,

In the above equations xm-+Aq, icom) is the spin susceptibility on the imaginary frequency

axis. The Matsubara frequencies icom for bosons are given by io), = i2zmkBT . In Eq.

(1.5.14), 7', is the imaginary time ordering operator. With the constant term being

neglected, in terms of the spin susceptibilities, A,F(M, T) is given by

= 2TIzZ(q, icom) , (1.5.12)

00

i01= if dt "([S_(q, t), S+(q, 0)1) , (1.5.13)

0

/3

e"-'(T,S_(q, 2-)S±(q, 0)) . (1.5.14)41,1

0

A 1F(M, T) = T di zZ(q, icon!) (1.5.15)

cim.0

1
= dco coth(col2T)I dI Imfx;(q, co + i0 (1.5.16)

27r q 0

The above two expressions of A,F(M, T) are exact. Noting that the Hartree-Fock free

energy is obtained by replacing xm-+,(q, w) by z4,70 (q, w) in Eq. (1.5.16), we can rewrite

the free energy expression as



F(M, T) = FHF(M, T)± AF(M, T)

AF(M, T) = T idl {x;,f+I(q, ico ni) x;1+0(q, .

ct(0.0

This expression of the free energy is the starting point for the SCR theory. For itinerant

antiferromagnetism, minimizing the free energy with respect to the staggered magnetization

yields the following magnetic equation of state

1 as
2C0(Q)

5

3 FA2, + F;m2
k

M
(1.5.19)

where M is the staggered magnetization per magnetic atom, k = zuBH., is the staggered

magnetic field in energy units, zo(Q) is the staggered susceptibility without the exchange

enhancement, as = 240(Q), F., is the mode-mode coupling constant for the Fourier

components of the spin density around the antiferromagnetic wave vector Q, and S12, is the

mean square local amplitude of the spin fluctuation given by

2 1 2SL =
3
Si2A +I dco e 1 Elmz(Q + q, co) , (1.5.20)

3 ir n. 1
0

where SL20 is the zero point contribution and z(Q + q, w) is the dynamic spin

susceptibility.

The imaginary part of the dynamic spin susceptibility from the SCR theory is given

by

aTo co
2\ 214z27,021), wiqB)

where qB is the cutoff wave vector and the other parameters are given by

To = Aq,V2zC ,

TA = Asq; 12, Zo(Q)

Y = lcs2 I q;

(1.5.21)

(1.5.22)

(1.5.23)

(1.5.24)
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Here ics is the inverse of the antiferromagnetic correlation length and A and C are defined

by the following expansion of the spin susceptibility of the noninteracting system for small

wave vector and frequency

Xo(Q+ q, co) = zo(Q)(1 Aq2 + iCco + - ) . (1.5.25)

The explicit expressions of A and C are to be determined by the band structures.

Note that, neither in the SCR theory nor in the nearly antiferromagnetic Fermi liquid

theory, is any connection made between spin and charge fluctuations. So that no comments

about the anomalous Raman scattering experimental results can be made in these two

theories.

The normal state and superconducting properties can be calculated using the spin

susceptibility in Eq. (1.5.21). For normal state properties, only the calculation of the linear

resistivity will be demonstrated as an example. We will then go on to the discussion of

superconductivity in the framework of the SCR theory.

The electrical resistivity due to spin fluctuations is given by

6td2
R(T) =

2 2 2 E SCIC° qx2n(w)[n(w)+1]e(q, w)IniX(q, w) ,z1 V An e T _

X19, w) = 7118(Ek E k-q C°) [f (ek-q) f (E k)]
k

where j is the coupling constant between the conduction electrons and the spin

fluctuations, NA is the number of magnetic atoms per unit volume, n is the number of

conduction electrons from each atom, Ek is the energy dispersion of conduction electrons,

and n(co) and f (e) are the Bose and Fermi distribution functions, respectively. For a two-

dimensional system, the scattering of particles from the spin fluctuations with the spin

susceptibility in Eq. (1.5.21) yields the resistivity

R(T) = rR(T) , (1.5.28)



1 1
C1

eWIT co
2

R(T) = f (0 \ 2
CO

2T NA ( e rr 1)2 47r2T02(y + q2/qV
0

r= 6irhas (a
n2 e 2 z IQ12C '
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(1.5.29)

(1.5.30)

where x,"(Q + q, co) = xo(Q)Cco for small wave vector and frequency has been used,

NA =1/a2C, and c is the lattice constant in the c-direction. Performing the integral in Eq.

(1.5.29) yields

R(T) =yflnY- tv(1)(y +1)[1n1 tv())1+ t[0(1 0(3)]}
t t

where t = T yl(x) is the digamma function, and 0(x) is given by

0(x) = (x 1/2)1nx +x+ lnr(x)-1nAr2Tr .

(1.5.31)

(1.5.32)

li(T) versus t is plotted in Figure 8. We see that the resistivity is linear in temperature over

a wide range of temperature, in agreement with experimental results.

Superconductivity due to spin fluctuations in the SCR theory is discussed by using

the following effective interaction

1Hi,=-- LJ(q)crco
N keg

Ck+qaCkfiCe_q7C

where the effective particle-particle vertex is chosen as

L- I + .j(q)= 1 2/x(q)

(1.5.33)

(1.5.34)

In the weak coupling limit, the superconducting transition temperature is given by

Tc = 1.14co, exp(-1/A) , (1.5.35)

where co, is the cutoff energy and the value of A is determined as the largest eigenvalue of

the linearized gap equation

N(0)(Vkk,A(10) = A,A(k), (1.5.36)
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Figure 8. Reduced electrical resistivity against reduced temperature.

[From reference 22.]
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where (.- ) denotes the average on the Fermi surface.

It is found that the eigenvalues ( -2) are negative if the superconducting gap A(k)

has B1 or A2 symmetry, where B1 are A2 are two irreducible representations of the point

group C4, of the square lattice. For parameters To = 2000 K and y = 0.01, the cutoff

frequency is given by co, = 250 K by taking co, = FQ = LIKToy. With the effective coupling

constant in the range A = 0.8 1.0, 7', is found to be between 80 K and 110 K.

1.6 Discussions

In the above four sections, we have outlined essential aspects of four theories of

high temperature superconductivity. All the theories stress that high temperature

superconductors are strongly correlated systems. The spin bag-pseudogap theory, the

nearly antiferromagnetic Fermi liquid theory, and the SCR theory are built upon Landau's

Fermi liquid theory by explicitly taking into account strong antiferromagnetic spin

fluctuations. Due to the presence of strong antiferromagnetic spin fluctuations, properties

of quasiparticles become different from those in conventional Fermi liquid. The marginal

Fermi liquid theory is a phenomenological theory with a simple but profound assumption

on the polarizability of excitations.

Since the spectral function is a very important physical quantity directly measurable

by photoemission experiments, in the following we shall discuss and compare its behavior

in the theories. First of all, the concepts of the spectral function and spectral weight are

recapitulated here. The spectral function is given by the imaginary part of the quasiparticle

Green's function through the expression27

A(k, co) = --1 ImG(k, co),

where, with the self-energy E(k, w), the particle has the following Green's function

G(k, co) =
co ek E(k, co)

1
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The spectral weight zk is the magnitude of the spectral function at the quasiparticle

energy Ek which is the solution of co from the equation co ek Re E(k, co) = 0. zk is

determined through the following expression

zk ={ -11- [a(k, co)/dco L 1.
Note that, for a normal Fermi liquid system, the Green's function has only one pole for

each value of wave vector k. In fact, zk is the residue of the quasiparticle pole of the

Green's function.

For a normal Fermi liquid system, there are two parts in the spectral function. There

is a slowly varying funtion part arising from configurations of several elementary

excitations, which gives the incoherent part of the Green's function; and there is a peak

corresponding to the quasiparticle of wave vector k, centered about the quasiparticle

energy Ek. The shape of the peak is well represented by a Lorentzian form with a width

given by the imaginary part of the self-energy.

In the spin bag-pseudogap theory, the spectral weight of quasiparticles at the Fermi

surface changes with the concentration of quasiparticles. At lower concentrations, most of

the spectral weight is located at the two incoherent peaks away from the Fermi surface. The

spectral weight at the Fermi surface is small but nonzero. As the concentration of

quasiaprticles becomes larger, the spectral weight at the incoherent peaks gets smaller and

the spectral weight at the Fermi surface gets larger. This kind of distribution of the spectral

weight can be encoded into the concept of pseudogap.

In the nearly antiferromagnetic Fermi liquid theory and the SCR theory, the spectral

weight of quasiparticles has only one broad peak near the Fermi surface. This is the usual

picture in the conventional Fermi liquid theory.

The marginal Fermi liquid theory gives the strangest behavior of the spectral weight

of quasiparticles. As the Fermi surface is approached, the spectral weight vanishes with all
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the spectral weight being incoherent and distributed uniformly over a large range of

energies.

We see that the spin bag-pseudogap and marginal Fermi liquid theories predict

anomalous distributions of the quasiparticle spectral weight, while the nearly

antiferromagnetic Fermi liquid and SCR theories yield the conventional distributions of

quasiparticle weight. This has to be cleared up by experiments. One possible such

experiment is photoemission, which measures the spectral function multiplied by a thermal

factor. However, the present resolution of photoemission experiments is very low. After

their resolution has been greatly improved, they can be used to determine the plausibility of

the above-mentioned theories.

As regards to charge density fluctuations in high temperature superconductors, only

the marginal Fermi liquid theory takes them into consideration. The other three theories are

not able to make any predictions of outcomes of experiments that probe charge density

fluctuations. One startling point of the marginal Fermi liquid theory is that it prescribes the

same anomalous behavior for spin and charge polarizabilities of excitations, in sharp

contrast to Anderson's idea of separation of spin and charge degrees of freedom. Raman

scattering experiments have shown that there exist strong charge density fluctuations and

that, after a thermal factor correction, the behavior of the charge polarizability is the same as

that of the spin polarizability. This lends a strong support to the marginal Fermi liquid

theory. However, a satisfactory microscopic model for the hypothesized polarizability has

yet to be found.

In all the theories considered above, superconductivity is considered in the

framework of the BCS model. In the spin bag-pseudogap theory, pairing is achieved

through two holes sharing the same bag. The pairing state is an s-wave.

Antiparamagnons are the pairing bosons in the nearly antiferromagnetic Fermi

liquid theory. In this approach, an analogy can be made of antiparamagnons in high

temperature superconductors with phonons in conventional superconductors. However,
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antiparamagnons cannot give rise to s-wave pairing, while phonons can. The pairing state

here is a d-wave.

In the SCR theory, the pairing potential is provided by the exchange interactions.

The pairing state in this theory is essentially a d-wave.

In the marginal Fermi liquid theory, the pairing potential is the screened potential

between quasiparticles. The screening is provided by the charge density excitations. It

requires that the screened potential between quasiparticles be negative over a range of

momentum and frequency.

As can be seen from the above remarks, there is still no concensus on the symmetry

of pairing induced by aniferromagnetic spin fluctuations. This contraversy can only be

resolved by experiments.

While NMR and neutron scattering experiments show the importance of spin

excitations, Raman scattering experiments28-3° show that charge density excitations also

play an important role. Therefore, spin and charge density fluctuations coexist in the high

temperature superconductors. In the next chapter, a self-consistent theory of spin and

charge density fluctuations is established.
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Chapter 2

Self-Consistent Theory of Spin and Charge Density Fluctuations

2.1 Introduction

Marginal Fermi Liquid (MFL) hypothesis for a charge fluctuation spectrum does

account for the observed normal state quasiparticle relaxation rate and Raman scattering

cross section but is, overall, weakened by its completely phenomenological origins. The

MFL spin susceptibility seems in agreement with results from neutron inelastic scattering

but is unable to describe NMR relaxation rates. This, of course, is a contentous issue since

both experiments rely on the same spin-susceptibitly for their interpretation.

Calculations indicate that it is possible to view the MFL charge fluctuations as

arising from a nested Fermi liquid (NFL) and the MFL-like spin fluctuations from electron-

correlation induced antiferromagnetic spin fluctuations enhanced at the nesting wave-

vector. Both arguments rely on the strongly nesting characteristics of the nearly half-filled

two dimensional band structure.

Recent studies indicate that vertex corrections to the MFL are important at low

energy scales which, when properly applied, restore the behavior of a normal fermi liquid

while leaving the MFL conclusions intact at higher energy scales.

The relevance of the charge density fluctuations can be seen in the Raman scattering

spectra, since the Raman scattering sees the charge density fluctuations in the system. After

a thermal factor correction, the Raman correlation function is identical to that seen by the

neutron scattering which sees the spin fluctuations. This is a strong evidence that the charge

correlations are as important as the spin correlations. The physics of spin and charge

density fluctuations have been discussed separately since they are enhanced or reduced by

different mechanisms. For spin fluctuations it is the exchange interaction that promotes

them; for charge density fluctuations it is the electron-phonon interaction that enhances

them. Due to the differences in the interactions, spin and charge density fluctuations lead to

different physical phenomena also, with spin fluctuations leading to spin density waves and
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charge density fluctuations to charge density waves. We now postulate that spin and charge

density fluctuations coexist in the high temperature superconductors. In this chapter, we

will derive self-consistent equations that relate the spin and charge susceptibilities.

Phonons (lattice vibrations) are a likely candidate to bridge spin and charge density

fluctuations since it is already known that phonons can be coupled to charge density

fluctuations. Furthermore, it is easy to see that using the same potential as used in the

discussion of the electron-phonon interaction in the spin-orbital coupling brings about the

coupling between phonons and spin fluctuations. We thus have a closed loop of three

entities, spin fluctuations, charge density fluctuations, and phonons. Although the spin-

orbit coupling is generally weak compared to other interactions in the system such as the

Coulomb interaction between electrons, the electron-phonon interaction, and the exchange

interaction between spins, it can give rise to new physical consequences in the presence of

strong spin and charge density fluctuations. The spin-orbital coupling has been invoked to

explain unusual Raman scattering spectra from spin density fluctuations. The spin-orbital

coupling has fairly large effects on the spin-lattice relaxations in silicon and alkali metals.

Spin fluctuations and charge fluctuations both describe correlation effects between

particles, with charge fluctuations being charge density-charge density correlations while

spin fluctuations are spin density-spin density correlations. In both cases, as is to be

expected, electron-electron interactions affect the magnitude of these correlations. In the

case of spin fluctuations electron exchange interactions enhance their magnitude while in

the case of charge fluctuations electron correlations reduce their magnitude. However in

the latter case electron-phonon interactions provide enhancement which, if large enough,

overcomes the suppression due to electron correlations.

However the main consequence of electron-electron interactions and electron-

phonon interactions is that they introduce into the correlation functions, the detailed

character of the unperturbed Fermi surface. In particular, if the Fermi surface has extensive

regions where for finite Q, Ek+Q Ek 0 (so-called nesting condition) then the
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consequences of electron correlations and electron-phonon coupling can be enormous,

ultimately leading to instability of the system against formation of charge density waves

(CDW) (Peirles transition) or antiferromagnetic spin density waves (SDW), which are

coherent arrangements of electron charge or spin. If the vector Q is a multiple of an

unperturbed lattice reciprocal lattice vector then the SDW or CDW is called commensurate.

Otherwise the CDW or SDW is called inconmensurate.

Generally there is a lattice deformation associated with formation of a charge

density wave. In the case of merely charge fluctuation enhancement, the lattice behavior can

be considerably modified (e. g., mode softening). Normally, spin fluctuations do not

couple to the lattice so spin density waves do not cause lattice distortions. (A second

harmonic CDW is generated by an incommensurate SDW which, in turn can generate a

lattice distortion. The second harmonic CDW and the lattice strain wave have been seen by

x-ray scattering31.)

In the presence of spin-orbit coupling SDW-CDW interactions are possible and it

may be possible for an SDW, CDW and lattice mode modification to simultaneously exist.

Generally the spin-orbit coupling strength is quite small but increases with increasing

atomic charge Z. Thus in high T. materials containing Y, Tl, and Bi it is possible for spin-

orbit coupling to have observable consequences. The heavy fermion superconducting

system UPt3 may be an even better candidate for such speculation. There, spin fluctuations

have long been considered to account for its antiferromagnetism and the unusual

logarithmic temperature dependence of the specific heat. Indeed, spin-orbit coupling has

been introduced into the Ginzberg-Landau theory of this material to account for its unusual

double Tc behavior. Moreover, very recent STM experiments on UPt3 reveal the presence

of a CDW in addition to the postulated SDW.

The main object of this chapter is to derive the self-consistent equations of the spin

susceptibility, the charge susceptibility, and the phonon Green's function, and then to

discuss their physical consequences. This chapter is organized as follows. We first derive
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the phonon-spin fluctuation interaction in Section 2.2 by using the concept of the spin-

orbital coupling. In Sections 2.3, 2.4, and 2.5, the equations for spin susceptibility, the

charge susceptibility, and the phonon Green's function are derived in order. In Section 2.6,

the full self-consistent equations are written down and their physical meanings are

discussed. The conclusions are also included in this section.

2.2 Phonon-Spin Fluctuation Interaction

First of all, we show how the spin-orbital coupling is derived from Dirac's

relativistic equation. Let us consider electrons moving in the potential V(x). The spin-orbit

coupling is implicitly contained in the Dirac equation. To see it clearly, we need to derive

the nonrelativistic counterpart of the relativistic equation. Starting from the Dirac equation,

where

[ca p + fimc2 + V(x)] vi(x)= Ev(x) ,

GC=
a

a 0

(1 0

1:1 I

(2.2.1)

with I being a 2-by-2 identity matrix.

Writing the four-component wave function vi(x) in terms of two two-component

wave functions

vi(x) =((x))
c(x)

(2.2.2)

and considering only the "large" component (x) with terms up to the order of (mc)-2, we

then obtain

{22 +V(x)
2m 8n3c2

VV(X) p



+
4m2c2

[VV(x) x pi Zi-}(x)= r(x),
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(2.2.3)

where E' = E mc2 .The third term is the first order relativistic correction to the kinetic

energy and will be neglected. The fourth term is the relativistic correction to the potential

energy and will also be neglected. The last term is the spin-orbit coupling that we are

looking for. The single particle wave equation then becomes

{12 + V(x)+
4m2

h
c

[h(x) x p] . ci-}(x) = r(x).
2m

(2.2.4)

We now consider electrons in solids. At a finite temperature, the potential

experienced by electrons can be artificially taken as composed of two parts, the static part

and the dynamic part. The static part arises from interactions with ions are treated as static

ones and it produces energy bands for electrons. The dynamic part arises from the thermal

vibrational motions of the lattice ions and it introduces the electron-phonon interaction. The

common way of dealing with the dynamic part of the potential is to treat it as a perturbation

on electrons in energy bands which are produced by the static part of the potential. From

now on, we concentrate on the effects of the dynamic part of the potential.

Let 17(x) denote the dynamic part of the potential and (p(x) the electron field

operator. In the second quantization formalism, the electron-phonon interaction with the

spin-orbit coupling is written as

= fdx Tf(x){17(x)+ 4:c2 r17(X) x id ii-}v(x) . (2.2.5)

For simplicity we consider electrons in a single energy band and take plane waves as their

wave functions. Expanding ip(x) in terms of the electron annihilation operators (ck,), we

have

(2.2.6)
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where N is the number of lattice sites (We take lattice constant as one.) and xa is the spin

part of the wave function.

The potential 17(x) can be expanded in terms of phonon operators as

17(x) = eig 'Mg (aq + a_tq ) , (2.2.7)

where Mq is a quantity representing the strength of the electron-phonon coupling at wave

vector q and aq is the phonon annihilation operator.

Upon substituting expressions in Eqs. (2.2.6) and (2.2.7) into Eq. (2.2.5), the

interaction Hamiltonian Hint becomes

2

Hint = Mq(aq + airick+qacka +
4rn2c2

M q(q X k) (aq q)

ct
k+qi

c
kT

ck+qT C
l

e
k z k+qTC C

kT k+qlC klii'
(2.2.8)

where the unit vector e, denotes the spin quantization axis, and unit vectors and are

perpendicular to ez as well as perpendicular to each other and are given by

(2.2.9)

Since the last term in the square brackets in Eq. (2.2.8) does not involve spin flips

of electrons and is very small compared to the usual electron-phonon coupling, it will be

neglected. Hint is then given by

where

Hint = Mq (aq + atq )ck+q,C
kqa

+E(M 4c M:4ct +c , )(a +atk k+qi c
kT - k+qi + -4)'

kq

(2.2.10)

;*,2

M
k

= M (qxk)-e+. (2.2.11)
Zane C2 q
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From the form of the second term of Hit, we see that electrons flip their spins at the

electron-phonon vertex in the presence of the spin-orbit coupling. Hence we now have two

kinds of electron-phonon vertices; one has no effect on electrons' spins; the other flips

them. The vertices of the second kind make it possible that phonons and spin fluctuations

couple.

Since we are treating the strong correlated electron systems, the one-band Hubbard

Hamiltonian is a good choice for the electronic part of the Hamiltonian. We thus have the

following total Hamiltonian for the electron-phonon system

t tU
H kCitarCka ±1hcogagaq 24C

k+q Ck Ck' Cki
ka q N kk4

+1Mqck+qcr ckcr(aq + at q)+1(Mk,qct cki k,4ck+qickl (aq + at q) (2.2.12)
kqa kq

In the above Hamiltonian, we assume that the on-site Coulomb repulsion U is

smaller than the band width of electrons so that the electrons are to be treated as being

itinerant.
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2.3 Basic Concepts

In this section the definitions of the spin and charge susceptibilities will be given

and the procedures to generate the perturbation series will be outlined.

For itinerant electrons, in terms of their creation and annihilation operators, the two

transverse spin density operators are defined by

Sq+ = Sk,q = Eckt_Feck, ; (2.3.1)
k k

S; = S1;,4 =ICtk+q1Cki
k k

The charge density operator is given by

Pq = Epka,q = EC:+qaCka
ka ka

(2.3.2)

(2.3.3)

The spin and charge density operators describe the spin- and charge-channel static and

dynamic fluctuations. The susceptibilities of the system in these channels can be defined in

terms of the spin and charge density operators. The transverse spin susceptibility is defined

by

x+ (q, = (T,S;(r)S±q(0))

=Ex'(k,q; r)

and the charge susceptibility is defined by

xc(q, 1-)= (Tr pq(z)p_q(0))

=I4(k,q; r)
ka

7-- 13%(2)p_q(0)) ,

ka

(2.3.4)

(2.3.5)
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where 2 is imaginary time and Tr is the imaginary time (inverse temperature) ordering

operator and the angular brackets represent the thermal average,

((- )) = zi Tr [e-I3H (...)1 ,

where /3 =11kBT , H is the Hamiltonian in Eq. (2.2.12), and Z is the partition function,

Z = Tr e-SH

The operators in Eqs. (2.3.4) and (2.3.5) are Heisenberg operators and their 2-

dependence is given by

= eHTS e'
; (2.3.6)

S,;(s) = ; (2.3.7)

(1.) emrpqe-HT
(2.3.8)

The Fourier transforms of the spin and charge susceptibilities are given,

respectively, by

/3

iVm)= C12 eiv"`X-+(q, 2) ; (2.3.9)

0

13

x° (q, ivm) = Jd2 eivn. xe (q, ,
(2.3.10)

0

where v, are Matsubara frequencies for boson-like particles, v, = 2mg/i3 with m being

integers, m = 0,± 1,+ 2, .

From the definitions in Eqs. (2.3.4) and (2.3.5), it is obvious that the spin- and

charge-channel susceptibilities are spin and charge density-density correlations,

respectively. Those susceptibilities are also special two-particle Green's functions where,

in the language of the perturbation theory, two ends of the lines of the two single-particle

Green's functions are joined together, respectively, producing two momentum-energy

conserving vertices with incoming or outgoing momentum and energy, therefore, forming

the so-called susceptibility bubbles. Those susceptibility bubbles for free electrons are
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shown in Figure 9. For the explicit expressions of the spin- and charge-channel

susceptibilities for free electrons, refer to Eqs. (2.3.22) through (2.3.25), below.

(a) (b)

Figure 9. The spin- and charge-channel susceptibility bubbles for

free electrons; thin lines represent free electrons and bullets represent

susceptibility vertices. (a) The transverse spin susceptibility bubble;

vertical arrows above and below free electron lines indicate spin

orientations. (b) The charge susceptibility bubble; there are no spin

arrows since the spin index is summed over in charge density operators.

For easy organization in the subsequent calculations, we shall break the total

Hamiltonian in Eq. (2.2.12) into five pieces. Rewriting some of pieces in terms of the

above-introduced spin and charge density operators, we have

where

H = Het+ Hph +He+ He-p + Hp-s,

Hel = I ekCktaCka ,
ka

H = Ehcoqatqaq ,

(2.3.11)

(2.3.12)

(2.3.13)



H, = lEct ck+qi Ck?
kk'q

He-p = EMq A qPq
q

Hps = E(mk,qs- m; ,q ks+ )A,q q )Aq
hq
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(2.3.14)

(2.3.15)

(2.3.16)

In the above equations the abbreviations I = U/N and Aq = aq + atq have been used.

The physical meanings of the pieces of the Hamiltonian are as follows. H,1 gives

the kinetic energy of electrons; Hph is for the free phonons; H, is the intra-atomic Coulomb

repulsion; H is the usual electron-phonon interaction which conserves electrons' spins;

H gives the phonon-spin fluctuation interaction.

In applying the perturbation calculations32, 33, we shall choose as our unperturbed

Hamiltonian Ho the sum of the three pieces in Eqs. (2.3.12-14) and as our perturbation H'

the sum of the two pieces in Eqs. (2.3.15-16),

Ho= He+ Hph + Fic ;

H' = H Hp_S .

(2.3.17)

(2.3.18)

The perturbation series will be generated through the S-matrix in the interaction

representation. When a thermal average is taken over the unperturbed Hamiltonian in Eq.

(2.3.17), a subscript "0" will be attached to the angular brackets. For the perturbation

Hamiltonian in Eq. (2.3.18) the S-matrix is given by

fi fi

glf(f3)= Tr expffdr H'(r)} = exp {-1 da [He_p('r)+ Hp_s(r)1} , (2.3.19)
0

where M(/3), instead of S(13), has been chosen to denote the S-matrix in order to avoid the

confusion with the spin density operators.

Before leaving this section, let us define and give the spin- and charge-channel

susceptibilities for free electrons as well as the Green's function for free phonons. The free

phonon Green's function is given by



D(°)(q, 1) = (7:r Aq(1-)A_q(0))
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(2.3.20)

where the subscript "ph" on the angular brackets indicate that the thermal average is taken

over the Hamiltonian Hph.

The Fourier transform of the phonon Green's function in Eq. (2.3.20) is given by

P

D(°)(q, ivm) = 1 dr e'D(°)(q, 2)
0

2coq
=

V2 ± CO 2
q

(2.3.21)

In the above expression, the unit of h =1 has been adopted, which will be used throughout

the dissertation.

For free electrons the transverse spin susceptibility is given by

x-c",+ (q, I ) = (T,,c er)S_+ q(0)) , (2.3.22)

where the subscript "el" indicates that the thermal average is taken over Hel, and its Fourier

transform is given by

X0+ (q3 iVm) =I,
fk fki-q

k 1Vm+ Ek+q CI,

where fk is the electron occupation number (the Fermi distribution function).

(2.3.23)

The charge susceptibility for electrons and its Fourier transform are given by

x0(q, 1.)= (Tr Pq(T)P-q(°))el

it Aim ± Ek+q ek
k(q5 Alm) = 2N1 fk fk" .

(2.3.24)

(2.3.25)

Note that zo-+ and zo are the same except for the numerical factor of 2. This factor of 2 in

X0 comes from the summation over the spin index in the definition of the charge density

operator pq .
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2.4 Spin Susceptibility

We now turn to the actual derivations of the self-consistent equations of the spin

susceptibility, the charge susceptibility, and the phonon Green's function, starting with the

derivation of the equation of the spin susceptibility. The transverse spin susceptibility is

defined in Eq. (2.3.4). Differentiating z' (k, q; 2-) with respect to "1", we have

d
di-

x-+ (k, q; 1-)= 8(r)({S;,q, Z) +
KT,d,S;

'q(r) S+q(0))
di-

(2.4.1)

The commutator in the first term on the right hand side (RHS) of Eq. (2.4.1) is easy to

evaluate upon making use of Eqs. (2.3.1) and (2.3.2). It is evaluated as follows,

[S- S+ 1= 1[C
.I.

t C Ct Ckol' -9 k+q kr' k'-qT k'l
k'

{c
.1 1
fc ct c

.1. j
1+[c ,l ct c

1.
ic 1k+q kr' k'-qT k' k+q' k'-qT k'. kT

V c c ct= I k+ql k'l k'-qi kT 8) k',k+q
k'

= Ct C Ct Ck+ql k+qi kT kT

Then the first term on the RHS of Eq. (2.4.1) becomes

8(0( [Si4, Si'91) = 45(1-)(ck+glck+ql ckicki)

= 8(T) (fk+q,1 fk,T) '

where fk, is the Fermi distribution function for electrons of spin a.

Upon using the following 'L.-dependence of Sk-q(z)

eHt-Sk
C

-HT
9

the second term on the RHS of Eq. (2.4.1) is recast to

KT,dsi;4(1.) S+) = (T. elH, Si
, q

le- H 'S+ )
di

(2.4.2)

(2.4.3)

(2.4.4)
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For easy manipulation. we evaluate Eq. (2.4.4) separately for each piece of the

Hamiltonian in Eq. (2.3.11). For the free electron part, the commutator is found to be

[H [Ct C Ct Cell bkq k' k'a" k+qi kT

= Ic [c ct c ] +[c , ct ck' k'o-' k'a'' k+ql kT L k+qi ]

= Ickt c 8 Sal c 8 8k' 'a' ki k',k+9 k+ql k',k
k'cr'

= (Ek+q ek )S1cq

which contributes to Eq. (2.4.4) the following term

(T, eitt[Hel, SZg]e-H' SIF q) = (Ek+q ek)(T, SZg(r)Si' q) . (2.4.5)

The commutator [Hph, cq] is zero because the electron operators commute with the

phonon operators. The commutator [1-1 .5;4] is evaluated as in the following

[He, SZ9 ] = I

.1

=I

[cte+q,ictk_q,ickIck,T,
k'k"q'

Ict tk'+q'Tc
,1k"-q'1

k'k"q'

+[ct
k'-Fq'T

ct

t Ct'+q'T
k'k"q'

c
.1,k"

ct

C
.1.k"

Ck+q1Ckt]

c ck'T

kT]Ck"iCk'f}

[C Ctk'T

k+q+ c
kT

Ck+qi kT
]

+ Ck
t
'+q'TCk"-q4 C Ctk+qlC iC

kT k'T

+ Ckt [C "q Ct C C'+q'T k-q" k+ql kT k".1. k'T

_F[ct ct ict
k'+q'T k+ql kT

I I (ct ct c c 8 c ctk'+q'T k"-q' kT k'T k",k+q k+qi k"-q'lc c k',k-q'
k'k"q'
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= II (Ct t t t
C Ck'+q'tCk+q-q' kT k'T k+q4,

Ck'-' Ck' C k'i)
k'q'

which makes the following contribution to Eq. (2.4.4)

(T eHT [IIe, Si; ,q1e- S_+q) = III(T,Ctk,+q,,i(T)Ckt
(T )c

(r)C (T)S+
)ki k'T -4

k'q'

(T,Ctk+q1(2)Cte_q,1(2)C k,1(2)C kl,(2). +q)} . (2.4.6)

The right hand side of the above equation looks complicated. In order to be able to proceed,

the above equation needs to be simplified by a reasonable approximation. What we will do

is to decouple each term on the RHS of Eq. (2.4.6) into two factors (the Hartree-Fock

decoupling) and retain only these terms which have the electron occupation number as one

of the two factors and a transverse spin susceptibility as the other factor. This kind of

approximation is commonly called the Random Phase Approximation (RPA) in the

literature, which is diagrammatically shown in Figure 10. Upon using this approximation,

we obtain

(T, elH H S_;7) = I
T
( )

CkT(2))(T, Ckt k'T(TW4)
k'q'

(1-))(Tr ctk+q_q,±(ce+q,i(r)c.et 1(2)ckt (OS-+ q)

l(r)ck,l(2))(Trctk+41(2)Ck_et
(Z)S_+q)

±(C:+ql (1)Ck,1(2))(T, T)Ck_et (2)SiFq )

Figure 10. Feynman diagrammatic representation of the RPA

approximation.
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= {-5k, k-g,fk T(Tr ,L(T)Ck Ter g -+ 4)
k q

+6e.ofk',T (Tr Ctk+q-qq(r)C kT(T)S-4rq)

Ctic+,71(T)Ck-q'T erg- 9)

+3k',k+q-fk+q,i(Trc:,_,,I(T)ck_0(T)S_q)}

= I fk , )(Tr Sk,g(T.),Sig)
k'

(fk+q,,
fk,

) (Tr Si;_q,,q (T)Siq . (2.4.7)
q'

The commutator [He_p, Sk-q] can be evaluated similarly to the evaluation of the

commutator of [Ha, Sk-

' '' k+q,LCkt][H I= Mq ,Aq [ctk+qcr,c Cte-pl k,q
k'q'cr'

= Mg .A. Icte+q a[Cka Ckt +.71Ckt]
r Ck+qiCkt

k'q'a'

= M ,A (ct c 8 ct c 3 3q q' k'+q'cr' k'k+q k+q,,L k k k-q at
k'q'cr'

I Mq,A ,(ct
k+q+qqC k T C k+qICk-q'T)

which contributes to Eq. (2.4.4) the following term

(Tre'r[He_p, Sk- g]e-H.rSiig)=IMg[(Tr Aq( 2)Ck+q+q (*Ft (T)S-+q)

(TT A,,(r)ct ( -c)c (S-)S+k-q'T -11)1 (2.4.8)

It is worthwhile to note that, if the above equation is summed over the momentum variable

k as it has to be done in order to obtain (Tr Sq-(1-)S+,7), the result will be zero. This is just a

reflection of the fact that the usual electron-phonon interaction does not affect spin degrees

of freedom of electrons.
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The last piece of the Hamiltonian to be considered is Hp_s whose commutator with

{11 S A [ct c ct ck,q k',q' q' k'i' k+ql ki
k'q'

E1111:',q'Aq'[Ckt'+q'TCk'I'Ckt-Fq1CkT
k'q'

Ems A tk'4' Ckt +41C ki]
k'q'

= EMs A Ict [c c
l.
c

/L
+[c ct c ]c.k'+q'T k+qT k'+q'T' k+qi ki k'i

k'q'

=EA,,,(A k* +q,q'Ctk+q+q'TCki
q'

which has the following contribution to Eq. (2.4.4),

(Trer[Hp_s, Sk,q}e-HTS_+q) Emsk+q,,,(T, Aq, (*Lee/. (2-)ck,t, (2-)S_+q
q'

A,(2)ck+q/(T)ck_7,1(1)S_+).
q'

Inserting the results in Eqs. (2.4. 3) through (2.4.9) into Eq. (2.4.1), we obtain

(2.4.9)

(d,r+ £k,1 ek+q,i)Z (k, q; 1.) 3(r)(fk+q,1 fk,i)

+1(fk+qj fk )Ex- (k q', q; 2-) + X(k, q; Z),
q'

(2.4.10)

where

eka =
k'

(2.4.11)

and

X(k, q; r) = X1(k, q; r)+ X2 (k, q; '0+ X3(k, q; + X4 (k, q; 1-) (2.4.12)

with
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(k, q; = 1Mk+cg,(T, Aq, (2)c1+4+q,T(2)CkT(2)S-+q) ' (2.4.13)
q'

X2(k , q; Aq,(2)c kt +gler)c k_q,1(2)S11-q) , (2.4.14)
q'

X3(k, q; 2) =1M Aq,(2)cfk±q±q,(2)ckte2g_+q) , (2.4.15)
q'

X4 (k, q; 2) = 1Mq,(T, Aq,(2)c:+qi (1-)ck-q't (r)S-+q) (2.4.16)

It will be shown that the last two X's are identically zero in our present treatment.

Multiplying both sides of Eq. (2.4.10) from the left by and then integrating with

respect to 2 from z = 0 to 2 = , we obtain

where

and

(iv + )Z-+ (k, q, iv ,n) = (f fk+q,1)

+1(fo fk+9,1)Ex+ (k q', q, iv i) X(k , q;iv,n) , (2.4.17)

(k, q, iv ,n) = jd2 etv"'. rx-± (k, q; 2) , (2.4.18)
0

l3

X(k, q; iv m) = jdr e'rX(k, q; .

0

(2.4.19)

To obtain a closed loop equation for the transverse spin susceptibility, we divide Eq.

(2.4.17) by (iv, + ek+q,1 ecT) and then sum over the momentum variable k . The

resulting equation reads

(q, iv ,n) = F _+(q, iv ,i) + 111q, iv i4-+ (q,

X(k, q; iv m)

k iVm+ ek,T

where

(2.4.20)



fk.i fk,c1r+(q, ivni)
k 1Vm ek+q,i
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(2.4.21)

which is the transverse spin susceptibility of noninteracting electron system.

Note that, were the last term on the RHS of Eq. (2.4.20) not present, Eq. (2.4.20)

would reduce to the so-called RPA transverse spin susceptibility in the literature.

From Eq. (2.4.20) we see that all the effects of the EPI and PSI on the transverse

spin susceptibility are contained in the quantity X(k, q; ivm). We shall now attempt to find

an explicit expression for this quantity in terms of the spin susceptibility, the charge

susceptibility, and the phonon Greens' function. Let us evaluate X1 first. In the interaction

representation, X1 is rewritten as

x1(k, q; r) Aq,(1-)ctk+q+q,T (r)CkT erWqM(16)) 0
(2.4.22)

c

where the subscript "0" on the angular brackets means that the thermal average is now to be

taken over the Hamiltonian H0, the subscript "c" means that only the terms corresponding

to the connected Feynman diagrams are to be retained in the perturbation series, and M(/3)

is the S-matrix given in Eq. (2.3.19). Since H0 contains no interaction terms between

phonons and spin fluctuations, the product of electron operators and the product of phonon

operators can be separately averaged in every order of the perturbation series.

Before going into the full scale perturbation calculations, there is one point worth

mentioning in Eq. (2.4.22). Noticing the presence of a single phonon operator in Eq.

(2.4.22), we immediately see that only the odd order terms in the perturbation series can

possibly be nonzero. As regards to the electron operators, if we take ctic,q+q,T (T)CkT (T) as a

charge density operator in the perturbation calculation, then the odd order terms will vanish

also due to the fact that there will be an odd number of either spin or charge density

operators in each and all odd order terms. This will yield zero result for X1. However,

there is another legitimate choice. Similar to the usual Hartree-Fock approximation, we take
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ck+q+q'T (-r)c
k

(r) out of the average sign and take it as an occupation number for q' = q .

Then X, becomes

X, (k, q; = fol11:+q,4 (T, A_4(r)S_+qM(f3))0,c , (2.4.23)

where M*k+q,-q = M:+q,q has been used. In order to see the general tendency of the

perturbation series, we shall calculate the first two nonzero terms explicitly and carefully.

The first order term of X, is given by

(T [ )q; = -fm:4gide (2W,_p + pser)]k,r
.

0

k',q,f
k'q'

= fciAlit+q,qE Ik, D(° (q' Z Tly q; 1-1
k' 0

13

= foa9 f D(°)(q, Z- (q, ,

0

(2.4.24)

where the phonon-spin fluctuation interaction matrix element Mk, has been pulled out of

the summation sign and the product of the two PSI matrix elements is approximated by oc:

which is defined as the average of the squared PSI matrix element over the Fermi surface

idS 1Mk,q12

a2 1M 12

FS
q k,q

JdS
FS

(2.4.25)

similarly to the definition of the alpha-squared-F function for phonons.

The quantity y-+(q, r) in Eq. (2.4.24) is the transverse spin susceptibility in the absence of

the EPI and PSI and is defined by

)1' (q, 1-)= E y q; 11= E(T,5;4eosirq(0)) . (2.4.26)

In the RPA approximation, the Fourier transform of y + (q, 1.) is given by



11+(q, iv.)ylq, iv.)=
1 IF_+(q, iv.)

Fourier transforming Eq. (2.4.24), we obtain
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(2.4.27)

)q)(k, q; iv.) = fk.1aq2D(°)(q, iv .)y-+ (q, iv.) . (2.4.28)

The first order term of X2 can be obtained similarly. X(21) differs from X11) in an overall

sign and the wave vector and spin dependence of the occupation number factor. We have

for X(21)

X(21) (q, iv,n) = fk+cla2D(°)(q, iv.)y-+(q, iv.) . (2.4.29)

The third order term of X1 is given by

P )5 13

X13) (k, q; 1-) = 3I fk,tM,:+q,q j dzi j ch-2j dT3(T, A_6,(2-)Si'qH'(ri)H'( T2 )H'(T3))0,c

0 0 o

16 13 13

fk,tad'r 1 1 ch2j d'r3 D(°)(q, 2" 23)D(°)(q, 2.2 '1.1)
q2 1

0 0 0

x[2a9y1q, c)y-+(q, T3 1-2 ) ± Mq2 Y± (q, Ti) rc (q, S-3 Z2)] , (2.4.30)

where yc (q, T) is the charge susceptibility in the absence of the EPI and PSI and is defined

by

Yc (4, r) = (TrPq (1)P_q (0))0,c , (2.4.31)

and it has the following RPA result in the momentum and frequency space

X0(4, iv.)yc (q, iv.) (2.4.32)
1 +Ix° (q, iv.)

The Fourier transform of Eq. (2.4.30) is

X(13) (k, q; iv.) = 24,TaP(°)(q, ivm)12[y+(q, iv,z)12

2-foaq2mq2 [D(°)(q, iv.)] y-+(q, iv.)ye (q, iv.) . (2.4.33)
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Similarly to the derivation of X(21) from )q) , X(23) can be written down by using the result

for Xr

X(23) (k, q; iv.) = 2fk+q,14[D(°)(q, iv,n)12[71q, iv.)]2

+ fk+q,locq2Mq2[D(°)(q, iv,n)12 y-+ (q, iv,n)ye (q, iv,n) . (2.4.34)

Having gone through the derivation of the first two nonzero terms, we now analyze

the (2n+1)th order term of X1. In the (2n+1)th order, only those terms with (21+1) PSI

vertices and 2(n-1) EPI vertices are not zero. The following numerical and phase factors

enter the expression for the (2n+1)th order term of X1 with (21+1) PSI vertices.

(_1)2n+ 1 1
: the coefficient of the (2n+1)th order term in the expansion of the

(2n +1)!

S-matrix;

(2n +1)!
the number of terms with (21+1) PSI vertices in the expansion

(21 + 1)!(2n 2.0!

of (He_p + 11 /

(-1)1
(21 +1)! 214-1

the number of nonzero terms in the expansion from (H p_s)

and the associated phase factor;

(1 +1)!: the number of possible ways to pair (1+1) S-'s with (1+1) S's

into (1+1) y-+'s;

(2n 21 1)!!: the number of possible ways to pair 2(n-1) p's into (n-1) yc's;

(-1)n +1(2n)!!: the number of possible ways to pair 2(n+1) A's into (n+1)

D(°)'s and the associated phase factor;

(-1)1: the phase factor due to negative q's in the £ PSI vertices.
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Multiplying the above numerical and phase factor together, we obtain the

coefficient, coeff(n, 1), for the term of (2n+1)th order with (2/ +1) PSI vertices

coeff(n, 1) = {(-1)2"+1
1 }{ (2n +1)! (2/ +1)!

(2n +1)! (2/ +1)!(2n 2/)! /!(/+1)!

x{(t +1)!}{(2n 21 1)!!}{(-1)" +1(2n)!!} {(-1)1}

= (-1)
(2n 2/ 1)!!(2n)!!

(2n 21)!I!

= (-1)n
(2n)!!

(2n 21)!!1!

= (-1r21 n!
(n 1)!1!

. (2.4.35)

We immediately recognize that the last part of the above coefficient is just the

coefficient of the expansion of a bi-polynomial. Let us check the above general expression

of the coefficient for the nonzero (2n+1)th order term against the coefficients in the results

of the explicitly calculated first and second order terms. The result in Eq. (2.4.28) is the

term of order (n=0, 1=0), which has a coefficient of unity; for n=0 and 1=0, Eq. (2.4.35)

yields coeff(0,0)=1. The first term on the RHS of Eq. (2.4.33) is the term of order (1, 1),

which has a coefficient of (-2); for n=1 and 1=1, Eq. (2.4.35) yields coeff(1, 1)=-2. The

second term on the RHS of Eq. (2.4.33) is the term of order (1, 0), which has a coefficient

of (-1); for n=1 and 1=0, Eq. (2.4.35) yields coeff(1, 0)=-1. Hence, the results derived

from Eq. (2.4.35) agree with all the previous explicitly calculated results.

For a term of order (n, 1), besides the above derived coefficient, the following

algebraic factors also enter the expression.

fk,T :

(mq2)"..

the electron occupation number;

the 2(n-1) EPI vertex matrix elements;
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(a2 +1

: the (21+1) PSI vertex matrix elements;

[D(°)(q, ivm)1 n+1 : the (n+1) phonon Green's functions;

[7-+ (q, ivm)11+1: the (1+1) transverse spin susceptibilities;

[yc (q, ivm)r-t: the (n- I) charge susceptibilities.

Using the above results for the coefficient and algebraic factors, we can write down

an expression for a term of order (n, 1) in the perturbation series of X1

X(in't)(q, ivm) = (-1)n 2-
, n! f M2(n-/),2(/+1)
(n_t)!/!Jk,/ q LA..q

x[D(°)(q, ivm)in+1[ylq, iv,)flyc (q, ii /fli)Jn-t . (2.4.36)

Summing over £ from 1=0 to 1=n, we obtain

x12.+1)(q, ivm) (177 ){D(0)(q, )1n
+1

2nXi[myk, ,1.1
1,4-trg , tvm)2aq2

r+ (q, ivm)r

= (-ila4fkT 7+(q, ivm)[D(°)(q, iVm)in+1

X[Mq27c (q, Alm ) ± 2a: Y-± (q, iic)r . (2.4.37)

Now the perturbation series of X1 can be easily summed and we obtain

Xi (q, ivm) = aq foD(°)(q, iv m)y+ (q, ivm)

xi {DM (q, iv.)[M 4,2 yc (q, iv,n)+ 2aqy-+(q, ivm)] In
4=0

ocq2D(°)(q, iv Jr+ (q, ivm)

fk't 1+ DM(q, ivm)[Mq27c(q,iv.)+2aq27-+(q,ivm)]

According to the previous analysis, X2 is easily seen to be given by

. (2.4.38)
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aq2D(°)(q, +(q, iv.)
X2(q, iv,) = f . (2.4.39)

k+q'' 1+ Dlq, iv,)[M; ye (q, + 2a q2 ylq, iv ni)
,

The quantities X3 and X4 are seen to be identically zero by making the following

arguments. Let us take X3 as an example. For X4, it can be done similarly. In the

interaction representation, X3 is rewritten as

X3 (k, q; z.)= E mg, (T, ileer)S;4±,,,(T)S1-qgif(S))0,e . (2.4.40)
q'

Due to the presence of a single phonon operator in the above equation, only the odd order

terms in the perturbation series are possibly nonzero. However, the appearance of the two

spin density operators and no charge density operators in Eq. (2.4.40) makes the odd order

terms zero also. Therefore, X3 is identically zero in our present treatment. Similarly, X4 is

also identically zero. Putting together the results in Eqs. (2.4.38) and (2.4.39), we finally

obtain the following result for X(q , iv.),

aq2D(°)(q, (q, iv.)X(q, = ,(I + Do)(v)im,2, yc (q, iv.) + 2aq2 y-+ (q, iv .).1
(2.4.41)

Moving the second term on the RHS of Eq. (2.4.17) onto the LHS, dividing both sides by

(1 /F +(q, iv.)), summing over the variable k, and then substituting in Eq. (2.4.41), we

obtain

1+ Mp(°)(q, iv,n)y` (q, + a2 ylq, iv.)zlq, iv ,) = iv.)
1+ DM(v)[Mq2 (q, iv,)+ 2a,27-+(q,

= y-+ (q, iv.) aq2y-+ (q, ivm)D(q, iv,n)y-+ (q, iv,) , (2.4.42)

where

F (q, iv )
(q, +jr_+ , (2.4.43)

and



D(q, ivn,) = r
D(°)(q, iv,)

1+ D`°' (v)[M 7'(q, iv ni) + 2a:1r+ (q, iv )1
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(2.4.44)

is the full phonon Green's function in the presence of EPI and PSI. For its derivation, see

Section 2.6. Eq. (2.4.42) is show diagrammatically in Figure 11.

=

+

Figure 11 The Feynman diagrammatic counterpart of Eq. (2.4.42). A

crossed-line filled bubble represents the full spin susceptibility r+; a

45°-line filled bubble represents the RPA spin susceptibility r+; a thick

wavy line represents the full phonon Green's function D; a small dot is

a susceptibility vertex; a diamond shaped dot is a phonon-spin

fluctuation vertex.
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2.5 Charge Susceptibility

In the previous section, using the equation-of-motion method and the perturbation

expansion of the S-matrix, we derived an equation for the spin susceptibility. The charge

susceptibility and the phonon Green's function are also involved in the equation. In this

section, an equation for the charge susceptibility shall be derived.

The charge susceptibility is defined in Eq. (2.3.5). Differentiating fa (k, q; r) with

respect to 'r, we obtain

dpi`: (r)

d24(k,q;
2) = 3(0( [pZq, p_4]1+ (Ti.

dr
p-)

q

The commutator in the first term on the RHS of Eq. (2.5.1) is evaluated as follows

We then have

r[pZq , p.7 = [ck lack, , Ce_qa,Crel
k'a'

Itct [C C 1 ±[Ct Ct C 1Ck+qcr ko-9 k'-qo-' k'o-' L k+qcr, k'-qa' k'a' ka
k'cr'

= E(ck±qack,,,ck,_qa,cko.)ok,,k+4,8a,,
k'a'

,t
uk+qa'k+qa CkaCka

([Pircr,q9 P-q]) = ((Ckt +qcrCk+qcr CktaCka *))= fk+q,cr k,a

The second term on the RHS of Eq. (2.5.1)

c:
q(r)

p_q)= (T,e1H, Kje-H'p_q)

(2.5.1)

(2.5.2)

(2.5.3)

is to be evaluated, separately, for each part of the total Hamiltonian in Eq. (2.3.11). The

commutator [Het, PZgI is given by

[Hel P = E ek'[Ckt 'cr'Ck'cr'9 Ckt +qaCka]
k'a'



= E k/ 14, 13.,[Ckl Ctk gar ka] ±[Ce , Ck+ 0.0k0.]Ckt0.I1

k'a'

t X
=Ifek'(Ckt 'a'CkaSk',k+q 8cr'cr a'a)

k'a'

rt(Ek+i, p ka

Then He, contributes to the second term on the RHS of Eq. (2.5.1) that

(Tt.eHr[Hei, pkcr,q]e-Hi-p_q)= E k)(TTP 07(T)p_q)

For [Ha, pZq], we have

[11a, pZql = I {ct ct c c ct c
k'k"q'

k'+q'T k"-q' k" .I. k+qcr ka

{Ct [C cr Ct Ct Ck+qcr kl k'+q'T k"-q'l k".1.Ck'T
k'k"q'

-1-[Ct Ctk+qa k'i-q'TC k"q' k".1.0 Ckal

= I {Ct [tk+qcr C Cka, k'+q'T k"-9q1Ck"1C k'T
k'k"q'

ckIck,Ticko.}

= I lc: +qa(ck_,,,13k,,k-9'15 ctk,+q,13 k,k+,4 5 01)c kIc
k'k"q'

±Ct C (c 8 Sol Ck 8k,,k+q8 )Ckcj.

_iv Ict ct c c 8
cr

ct ct ,c ,c +k+qT k-q'T T k+q k'+q' k' 8a+
k'q'
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(2.5.4)

t
Ck'+q'TC k+q-qq. c ck'T 8 ctk+q+q'TC k'-q' k'IC kT8all

Inserting the above equation into (T,e1H pica qie-H'p_q) and making the RPA

approximation, we obtain



II ffk+q T(TTC:'+ql(T)Ck'1(1-)P-9)3e -98aT
k'q'

+fk+q,l(T,ck,+qt(r)ck,Ter)p_q)3,7,48(71

Sal

fk,t Ck,+qi (T)Ck,1(1-)p-q)(5q,,_q3ct

II I(fk+q,1 )(Tr Ctr+,71(Z)Ck,1(2)p_q)(5,7,/,
k'

+(fk+q fk.1)(TrCtk,+qT(T)Ck'T(T)P-q)8,a} (2.5.5)
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For the usual electron-phonon interaction part of the Hamiltonian, the commutator

[He_p, pka,q] is given by

M ,A ,ict ,t
[He-p, Pk,q] = I q `4+qcr'kal

k'q'a'

ym A Ict [c cq' q' k'±q'a' k'cr', k+qa ka
k'q'o-'

-E[Ctk'+q'cr', Ck+qaCkcr]Ck'cr}

q,Aq,{C:'+q'cr'Cko-(5k',k+q(acro- Ckt +qaCk'o-'3k',k-q'S cr'cr}

,A ,(ct= Mg ,q k+q+q'crCka Ck+qcrCk-q'cr)

Inserting the above result into the corresponding part in Eq. (2.5.3), we obtain

ll(T,e'[He_p,pka,q1e-ffrp_q)

Emg,{(T, Aq,(2-)c:+q+q,0.(1-)ck,(2-)p_q)
q'

Aq,(1-)ck+q(1-)Ck_q.a(Z)p_q)} . (2.5.6)

Finally, for the phonon-spin fluctuation part of the Hamiltonian the commutator is
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[Hp-s pak,q] = 1M Aq [ct ck,t5 Ck+qtyCkalMk, q' '
k'q'

EM: A [ct c ct c
k'+q'T k+qcr ka

k'q'

= Mk ',4'A4' ICk,+qq[C Ck+q,Cka1+[Ck'+q , Ck+qa`-ka]C
k'q'

-E m. A {CtMk k'+q'T
rc ct

cr
1
+

[ct ct
crk+q k'+q'T' k+q Ica ]ck'

k'q'

1=1,114 k,,q,Aq,{Ck,±q,ICkerok,,k+qo Ck±oCk,i 3 k',k-q'3
k'q'

1,M* , A ,Ictre c
Cr
8 3k',q q +i k k',k+q c

cr
ck+q k ,k-q at

k'q'

fi M ct= Aq,{Mk+q,qk+q+q,IckT8cri k-q',q' k+qlck-q'T Sal
q'

IA {Ai* ct (q' k+q,q' k+q+q'T c M ck
t+qic at

q'

The phonon-spin fluctuation interaction has the following contribution to Eq. (2.5.3)

e'{Hp-s' pZje-H' p_q)

k+q,,(T, Aq,er)ctk+q+q,l(T)ckt(T)P-q)3at
q'

k_q,,q,(Tr Aq,(T)ctk+,71 (r)c k_q,r(r)p-q)8

IM:+q,q, Aq,(z)c:+q+q,,i (2)Ck (Z)13_q )6(4
q'

Ae(T)Ctk+qT (I)C k-qq(r)P-q)(5 ail (2.5.7)

Substituting the results in Eqs. (2.5.2) through (2.5.7) into Eq. (2.5.1), we obtain

L

ek)]xa( _

"r)= 8(r)(fk+q,a fk,a)dr



(fk+q fk )(Tr Cti, 41(2)C", (r)p_q)Sat

+(fk+cl 4,1)(T, Cfe+qt (T)Ck,/, ('r)p,).: cyll

+Ya(k,q; Pr) ,
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(2.5.8)

where Ya(k,q; r) contains all the information concerning the EPI and PSI, and is given by

where

6

Y 0.(k,q; 1-)= EYi,a(k,q; ,

j=1

Yia(k,q; 'r) = Emq,(T, Aq,( r)cfk,÷q±q,a(r)c(z)p_q) ,

q'

Y2 c(k,q; 1-) = EMq,(7; Aq,(r)c:+q,(2)ck_q,c(T)p-q) ,

q'

Y3 a(k,q; 0= c eIM (Tr Aq (r)ek+q+qler)ckt(T)P-q)
q'

Y4,a(k,q; r) = 601 Emk_q,,q,(TrAq,(T)ct,q1(1-)ck_et(r)p_q),
q,

(2.5.9)

(2.5.10)

(2.5.11)

(2.5.12)

(2.5.13)

YS,a(k,q; "r) = 30.1 Mi:+q,q, (Tr Aq,(1-)c:+q+q,,t(T)ckl(1-)p_q) , (2.5.14)
q'

Y6 a (k/ 1.) = Sat q (Tr A, (T)cfk+,7 ( T)Ck_q (T)P-q) (2.5.15)

The second term on the RHS of Eq. (2.5.8) can be simplified in the paramagnetic state

where fk,1 = fk t = fk . From now on, we restrict our discussion to the paramagnetic state.

In the paramagnetic state, Eq. (2.5.8) becomes

[1(ek"ek)]f-(kq' T)
8
(T)(fk"--6)

1(fk+, fk)IRT,P11%,q(T)P-q)8at + (T:r Pk',q(T)P-q)8 Ya(k,q; S.) , (2.5.16)
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Multiplying both sides of Eq. (2.5.16) by eiv'^' from the left and then integrating over r

yields

Vm E"- ek)4(k,q; ivm) = fk fk+q

+I(fk+q fajds- [(TT Pk (1-)p_q)(5 + (T, Pk ..q (1-)p_q)(5all
11' 0

Ya(k,q ; ivm) , (2.5.17)

where 4(k,q; iv,) and Ya(k,q; ivm) are Fourier transforms of 4(k,q; r) and

Ya(k,q; 1.), respectively,

J3

zccr(k,q; ivm) = f ds- eiv-Y,(k,q; 1-) , (2.5.18)
0

Ya(k,q; ivm) = f ds- etv'n'Yo.(k,q; . (2.5.19)

Dividing both sides of Eq. (2.5.17) by (ivm + ek+q ek) and then summing over k and a,

we obtain

fk fk+q \% fk fk+q
;Cc (q; ivm) = 2 2d (q; iv,)2d

k 1Vm+ ek+q ek k Wm+ ek±q ek

IT cr(k,q; iVm)

ka iVm+ ek+q ek

Ya(k,q; ivm)
= zo(q; ivm) (I1240(q; ivm)xc(q; ivm) 2.7 (2.5.20)

ka ivm + ek+i, ek

where zo(q; ivm) is given in Eq. (2.5.25).

Now our main task is to calculate Ya(k,q; r) perturbationally. We start with

Y1,0.(k,q; 2-). In the interaction representation Yia(k,q; r) is rewritten as

Yi,a(k,q; r) = Emq,(T., Aq,1 T)cfk+q+q,a(T)cka(T)p_qM(S))0,
q'

(2.5.21)
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With the same kind of discussions that lead to Eq. (2.4.20), we rewrite Eq. (2.5.21) as

follows

Yi,a(k4; I") = LA 1 q(TT A--q(T)P-qM(S))0, '

where M = Mg has been used.

For the purpose of examining the details of the perturbation series, let us calculate

the first three nonzero terms explicitly. With our experience gained from the detailed

calculations, we can then deduce a general form for a term of any order in the perturbation

series.

(2.5.22)

All the even order terms are zero since there is an odd number of phonon operators

for those terms. The first order term is given by

0

V12,.(k,q; r) = I Mg, f dr' (T, Aq,(1-)4,q+q,a(*ko(r)p_gl 1 e_p(f))
qt 0

13

IMg, f dr' (T, Ag,(r)ctk+q+oy(T)Cka(r)13-qH p-s(e))0,c
q' 0

P

= M g2 fk I dr' D(°)(q, e T)yc(q, Z'),
0

(2.5.23)

where yc is the charge susceptibility in the RPA in the absence of EPI and PSI and is

defined in Eq. (2.4.16). The third order term is given by

/3 li 13

1(3)(k,q; T) = Mq4 fk 1 dT, f dT2 1 dT3 D(°)(q, I-2 ri)D(°)(q, Z 23)
0 0 0

xyc (q, riyc (q, T3 T2)

13 13 P

2a:',M q2 fk idZi id; f dZ3 D(°)(q, ri r3)D(°)(q, Z 22)
0 0 o

Xrc(q, 1-3)71q, tr2 1-3, (2.5.24)
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where y-+ is the spin susceptibility in the RPA in the absence of EPI and PSI and is

defined in Eq. (2.4.23).

The fifth order term is given by

Pfl PP ti

Yi(5(k,q; z)= M 5,6 fk 1 dzi fdr2 jdz31 clz4 .1 dz5
0 0 0 0 0

xD(°) (q, 22 TiD(C1)(q, z4 z3)D(°)(q, 2 25 )

X Ye (q' z1) 7c (q' 1-3 1-2)7° (q' 1-5 T4)

Pf1P1613
+4a2M: fk 1 d'ri id22 id23 .1 d241 d25oo o o o

xD(°)(q, 22 21 )D(C1) (q, T., z3)I)(°)(q, z z5)

x 7c (q, T1)7+ (q' T3 T2 ) Ye (q, "r5 "r4)

Pfl 13P f;

+4 a:M2fki ds-ii dr2 1 ds-31 dr4 f clz5
0 0 0 0 0

xD(°)(q, 22 zi)D(°)(q, 24 z3)I( °)(q, z z5)

xyc(q, Ti)y-+(q, T3 T2)7 lc T5- T4). (2.5.25)

Adding up the results in Eqs. (2.5.23) through (2.5.25) and then performing Fourier

transformation, we obtain

171,a(k,q; iv.) = M2 fkD(°)(q, iv,)yc(q, iv.){1 M2D(°)(q, iv,) y(q,iv,,,)

+[M:D(°)(q, iv.)yc (q, iv,)12 1

2a: M q2 fk[D(°)(q, ivni)]2 yc (q, iv,)y- +(q, iv.)

x11 2M q2 D(°)(q, iv.)yc(q, iv.) + -1
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+4a:M 472 fk[D(°)(q, iv,n)13 yc (q, iv,n)fr+ (q, iv ,n)12 {1 }

+ - , (2.5.26)

where the terms have been regrouped according to how many y's in individual terms. In

order for us to be able to sum up those terms up to the infinite order, similarly to what we

did with respect to X1, we need to find a general recipe of figuring out the coefficient of the

(2n+ 1)th order term with 21 PSI's [1 y' s].

For the term of the (2n+ 1)th order with 2/ PSI's, we have 2(n-/ +1) p's. We have

the following numerical and phase factors arising from expanding the PSI's and pairing the

relevant operators.

(_1)2n+ 1 1
the coefficient of the (2n+1)th order term in the expansion of

(2n +1)!

the S-matrix;

(2n+1)!
: the number of terms with 2/ PSI's in the expansion of

(21)!(2n 21 +1)!

( 1)` (21)!/1!2

(1-1,_ + Hp_,

: the number of nonzero terms in the expansion of (Hp_s)
0,1

and

the associated phase factor;

1!: the number of possible ways to pair £ S's with / S+ 's into
1

(2n 2/ +1)!!: the number of possible ways to pair 2(n-1+1) r's into (n-

1+1) yc `s;

(-1)n +1 (2n)!!: the number of possible ways to pair 2(n+1) A's into (n+1)

DM `s and the associated phase factor;

(-1)1: the phase factor due to negative q 's in the £ PSI vertices.
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Multiplying the above numerical and phase factors together, we have

coeff(n, t) = (-1)2n+1
1 (2n +1)! 11-( ot (21)02}{ }

(2n +1)! {(21)! (2n 21+ 1)! I-

x{t!}{(2n 2/ +1)!!}{(-1)n +1(2n)!!}{(-1)1}

( 1)
(2n 2/ + 1)!! (2n)!!

(2n 2/ +1)! £!

= ( 1)n
(2n)!!

(2n 2/)!! 1!

= ( -1)n21 n! . (2.5.27)
(n 1)! 1!

The above result is the same one as in Eq. (2.4.32), but for the term with the same n and /

we now have different numbers of the spin- and charge susceptibilities. Let us check the

above coefficient against the results in Eqs. (2.5.23) through (2.5.25).

The result in Eq. (2.5.23) is the term of the order of (n=0, £=0), which has a

coefficient of unity; for n=0 and 1=0, Eq. (2.5.27) yields coeff=1.

The first term on the RHS of Eq. (2.5.24) is the term of the order of (1, 0), which

has a coefficient of (-1); for n=1 and 1=0, Eq. (2.5.27) yields coeff=-1.

The second term on the RHS of Eq. (2.5.24) is the term of the order of (1, 1),

which has a coefficient of (-2); for n=1 and 1=1, Eq. (2.5.27) yields coeff=-2.

It can also be shown that the coefficients in Eq. (2.5.25) also agree with the results

deduced from Eq. (2.5.27).

For the term of order (n, 1) in the perturbation series, besides the coefficient given

in Eq. (2.5.27), the following algebraic factors also enter the expression

fk: the electron occupation number;

: the 2(n- t +1) EPI vertices;
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(tan :
the 2/ PSI vertices;

[D(°) (q, iv.)14+1 : the (n+1) phonon Green's functions;

[yc (q, iv )1n1+1 : the (n-1+1) charge susceptibilities;

y+ (q, ivm)lt : the £ spin susceptibilities;

Now we can easily write down an expression for the (2n+ 1)th order term with 2/ PSI

vertices

(21, 2/) /
v+ c =Y1n+0. ,q; iv.) fk(-1)n 21

n! au q2(.-1+1){D (0)k, q, t
.v.)\in+1

(n I)! I! q

x[yc (q, him )]n-1+117+ (q, iVAI

Summing Eq. (205.28) over I from £ = 0 to £ = 0., we obtain

Yi(,271)(k,q; iv,n) = fk(-1)n Mq2[D(°)(q, ivm)]
in-i-i

y ° (q, iv.)

(2.5.28)

n n. r , n-1 r 11XI il I fq2 yc (q , iv ,n)1 pa:r+(q, iv.).1
1=0 (n I)! I!

= fk(-1)n A 1q2[D(°) (q, iv,)1n+1 y` (q, iv m)

xlM27c(q, iv.) + 2a: y- +(q, it/Jr .

Summing the above result over n from n = 0 to n = .9 we obtain

Yi,,(k,q; ivm) = fkMq2D(°)(q, ivm)yc(q, ivm)

DO

(2.5.29)

xIID(')(q, iv m)[M:yc (q, iv.) + 2a,2,y-± (q, iv m)ii
n=0

Mq2D(°)(q, ivm)yc(q, ivm)
= .fk . (2.5.30)

1+ D'(
)

,°'(q,iv)[Mq2 yc (q, iv.)+ 2a: y-+ (q, iv .)]
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We now turn to the calculations of the remaining 5 pieces of Y cr(k,q; 2-). In the

interaction representation, Yza. in Eq. (2.5.11) is rewritten as

Y2,0.(k,q; 1) = -E mq, (Tr Aq,(r)c:+q,(T)ck_q,0.(r)p_qM(13))0c . (2.5.31)

By the same argument as leading to Eq. (2.5.22) for Y we rewritten Y2 a as

Y 2,a(k,q; = fk+qMq(Tr A_q(1-)p_qgi 0))
(2.5.32)

We see that Y20. is the same as Yia except for an overall sign and the wave vector

dependence of the occupation number. Using the result for Y, a, we can immediately write

down the final result for Y2,0.

M 2D(°)(q, iv.)f(q, iv m)
Y2,,(k,q; =

fk" 1+ D(°) (q, iv.)[Mq2 (q, iv.) + 2a:y-+iv.)1 (2.5.33)

The last four pieces of Ya can be seen to be identically zero. We take Y3 as an

example and the other three can be done similarly. The argument is similar to what we did

respect to the last two pieces of X(k,q; r) in the previous section. In the interaction

representation, Y3 becomes

Y3,a(k,q; r) = Sal, I A k+q,q,(T, Aq,(T)S ,q+q,(2-)p_qM(S))0, (2.5.34)
q'

Due to the presence of a single phonon operator [17v1(/3) is yet to be considered] in Eq.

(2.5.34), only the odd order terms in the perturbation seres can be possibly nonzero.

However, the existence of the old number of spin density operator and the odd number of

charge density operator yields zero results for the odd order terms. Therefore, Y3, is

identically zero. Similarly, Y4,,, Y5,,, and Y6,, are also identically zero. Then Ya is given

by

Ya(k,q; iv.) = Yia(k,q; iv.) + Y 2.0(k,q; iv.)

M2D(°)(q, iv.)7c (q, iv.)
= (fk fk,q)

1+ Do) (q, iv.)[111:7c(q, iv.)+2a2 r+ (q,
(2.5.35)
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x a
= 111111111010111101

+
111111111111

111111111111111111111111111

Figure 12 The Feynman diagrammatic counterpart of Eq. (2.5.36); a

vertical line filled bubble represents the RPA charge susceptibility in the

absence of the EPI and PSI, y`; a vertical and horizontal line filled bubble

represents the full charge susceptibility in the presence of the EPI and PSI,

xc; a thick wavy line represents the full phonon Green's function, D.

Inserting Eqs. (2.5.35) into Eq. (2.5.17), moving the second term on the RHS of Eq.

(2.5.17) to the LHS, and then dividing both sides of the equation by (1+ (I/2)x0(g, iv m)),

we finally obtain

1 + 2a2 DM (q, ivm)y-+ (q, iv.)
xc (q, iv m) = ye (q, iv.)

i1+ D (q, v m)[M ,72 yc (q, ivm) + 2a: r+ (q, iv,)]

where

and

= y` (q, iv.) Mq27c (q, ivm)D(q, ivm)yc (q, ivm) , (2.5.36)

X0(473 iVm) = 21 fk fk+9

k ill ± ek+ e

zo(q, iv.)
yc (q, iv m) =

1 + (112)x0(q, iv m)

(2.5.37)

(2.5.38)

have been used. For the Feynman diagram representation of Eq. (2.5.36), see Figure 12.
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2.6 Phonon Green's function

Having derived equations for the spin and charge susceptibilities in the presence of

the EPI and PSI in the previous two sections, we shall now derive an equation for the

phonon Green's function in this section. In the presence of the EPI and PSI, the full

phonon Green's function is defined by

D(q, r) = -(TrAg(r)A_g(0)) , (2.6.1)

where the thermal average is taken with respect to the full Hamiltonian H in Eq. (2.2.12).

Differentiating Eq. (2.6.1) with respect to 2, we obtain

d
ds-Lf(q' 1") = --(TrdAq(r)

(m)
dr -q k-)

= -(TrelH, Agie-Ift A,(0))

= cog(T,{a,(1-)- at_g(r)Pl_g(0)) (2.6.2)

Because of the minus sign between the two phonon operators in the curly brackets in the

above equation, we need to go to a higher order of differentiation to obtain a closed

equation of motion for the phonon Green's function. Differentiating Eq. (2.6.2) again with

respect to r yields

d2
D(q, -0= cog6er)([a atq, ])-11 qdal

+cog(TrelH, a,- a_g]e- m rA_g(0))

= 2cogS(T) + hcog(T,e1H , atgie- H. r A_,(0))

where the commutator [ag at_g, A_,] has been computed as follows

[a
atq 1 [a

atq'
+ at]

q q -q, -q q

= lag, a: 1 [a% 7 a_g]

(2.6.3)
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= 2 . (2.6.4)

The commutator in Eq. (2.6.3) will be evaluated separately for each piece of the

Hamiltonian in Eq. (2.2.12). It is obvious that He, and He do not contribute to the

commutator in Eq. (2.6.3). The free phonon part has the following contribution

[Hph, aq aliqi = I coq,[at,aq aq a%1
q,

rate, _atqlaq,}= Ea) ,I. at la agig q q q

1

I L

q'

= I wq,{atesq,, aq,o,,,,q}
q'

= caq(aq+ alfq)= coqilq , (2.6.5)

where co_q = cog has been used.

The commutators [He aq a_tq] and [Hp_ aq a!q] are easy to be found to be given by

and

[HQ_
aq a_t_q] = I meckt+q,,q0.[Aq aq at_ql

kea

= 2Imeckt+4,,Ckao4,,_47
kecr

= 2E A 1qCtk_q,Cko.

ka

[Hp-s,aq a-t q 1= E(mk,q,sk-4, Mk*,q,Sk+4,)[Aq aq at_ql
kq'

= 21 (Mk,q,Sk-4, M*;,q,Sk+4,) 5q,,,
ke

= 2E(AI k4S;,-q 111 k* 4S k+ ,__q) ,

k

where M-q = M
q

and Mk = Mk have been used.

Plugging Eqs. (2.6.5) through (2.6.7) into Eq. (2.6.3) we obtain

(2.6.6)

(2.6.7)



where

with

d2
D(q, T) = 2co,8(T)+ co:D(q, T)+ 2coqZ(q, T) ,

de

Z(q, 2-) = Z1(q, 1-)+Z2(q,1-) + Z3(q, r)

Z1(q, s-)=Mq(T,itqp_q(r))

Z2 (q, s-)=1Mkoi(T, A_qS;,_q(r));

k
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(2.6.8)

(2.6.9)

(2.6.10)

(2.6.11)

Z3(q, r) = IMI*,,q(T, A_4,S:,_q(T)) . (2.6.12)
k

All the above three pieces of Z(q, r) are nonzero. It seems that we have to make greater

efforts in calculating all those three pieces than we did in the previous two sections.

Fortunately, Z3 is similar to X1 and Z1 is similar to Yi. The differences between Z3 and

X1 are: (1) an overall sign; (2) no electron occupation number in Z3; (3) a negative t in Z3

as compared to the t in X1; (4) summation over k and an Sk+_q in Z3 instead of an S±q in

X1. The first two differences are trivial. The third difference can be resolved by invoking

the time reversal symmetry. The fourth difference is to be resolved upon making the same

approximation to the PSI vertices as in Eq. (2.4.21). The differences between Z1 and Yi,a

are simpler and they are just the first two differences between Z3 and X1, i. e., an overall

sign and no electron occupation number in Z1.

Thus, only Z2 needs to be calculated from the scratch. But with our previous

experiences, this will be an easy task. By the way, Z2 is not much different from Z1. Z2

has an S- as compared to an S+ in Z1.

Before we calculate Z(q, r), let us Fourier transform Eq. (2.6.8). Multiplying Eq.

(2.6.8) from the left by etv-' and then integrating over r from "t" = 0 to r = [I, we obtain

an equation of motion for the full phonon Green's function on the imaginary frequency axis



vm2 D(q, iv.) = 2coq + co2D(q, iv.) + 2coqZ(q, iv.) ,

where

Z(q, i vi) = sictt eiv'Z(q, s-) .

0

Rearranging the terms in Eq. (2.6.13) we obtain

[ v.2 + coq21D(q, iv.) = 2coq 2coqZ(q, iv.) .
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(2.6.13)

(2.6.14)

(2.6.15)

Dividing both sides of the above equation by the factor in front of D(q, ivm) on the LHS

yields

2coq 2coq
Z(q, iv.) .D(q, iv,) = 2 2 v2 co2

Vm m

(2.6.16)

Note that the above equation gives us the correct free phonon Green's function as given in

Eq. (2.3.21), if the second term on the RHS is zero (no EPI and PSI).

We now undertake the efforts of calculating Z . In the interaction representation, Z1, Z2 ,

and Z3 are rewritten as

Z1(q, = Mq(T, A_qp_q(T)gt (P))0 , (2.6.17)

Z2 (q, r) = /Mcq (T, A_q.ci(T)M(6))0,c (2.6.18)

Z3(q, r) = A_q4_,?(T)M(13))0,c (2.6.19)

As discussed in the paragraphs following Eq. (2.6.12), the final result for Z3 can be

written down with the help of the final result for X1, Using the result for X1 in Eq.

(2.4.38), we have the following result for Z3,

Z3(q, iv. ) =
aqD(0)(q, ivm)y-+ (q, iv.)

D(0) mp q2 yC (q, (2.6.20)
+ 2aq204, ivm)1

Using the result for Yia in Eq. (2.5.30), we have the following result for Z1,



q2D(0)(q, ivfr)r(q, iv,i)
Zi(q, =

1+ D(°)(q, ivni)[ Mq2r(q,iv.)+2aq2y-+(q,
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(2.6.21)

We now calculate Z2. To see how the perturbation series develops for Z2,1et us

calculate the first two nonzero terms in the perturbation series. The first order term is given

by

p

(q, r) = -EMk,q J di" (Tr A_4SZ_4, (T)H (lox
k

= I A_qAq,(21.5;,_q(2)S,4,-,,7,(2t)
kk'q' 0

= j2aq DM (q, 21y- (q,
0

(6.2.22)

where the imaginary time reversal and space inversion symmetries have been assumed to be

preserved. The Fourier transform of the above equation is

Z21)(q, iv,)= aq2D(°)(q, iv,)y-±(q, iv,). (2.6.23)

The third order term is given by

3)(k
1

M
13 )9

Z(2 q. r) =
9 k,qM Alk2,q2 Mk3,q3 ds

1

)9

ds2 ds3
2 k{ki,qi} 0 0 0

x(T, A-qAqi (Z)Aq, (r2)Aq3 (r3))0,,

x(T,Sk,_q( (r1)S4 ( T.2 )si4i3 (r3))0,

P )9

+-1 y mk,qmq,mq2A4:3 fctri ds-2 j dr3tr 0 0 0

x(T, A-6,A41(c)Aq2( 1.2 )Aq3 (T3 ))0,c

X(TN_q 2)4.43 (; )pq,(1-1)Pq2(;))0,c



/3 /3 )9

= 5 ch-i f di-2 I ctr3 D(°)(q, 1-1)D(°)(q, 2-3 I-2)
0 0 0

xi2a:ylq, r- S.3)7 +(q, r2- r1)

a4mq2.7--+(q7 T3)y(q, )1
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(2.6.24)

The Fourier transform of Z(23) is then given by

Z(23) (q, iv,) = 2a:[D(°)(q, iv,n)12 [y-± (q, iv m)]2

0,4 m:{D(0)(q, i ni)12 ylq ivm)y° (q, ivm) (2.6.25)

Let us now analyze, for a term of the order of (2n+1, fl+1) in the perturbation series of

Z2, the coefficient arising from the various numerical and phase factors.

2n+1 1
: the coefficient of the (2n+1)th order term in the expansion of

(2n + 1)!

the S-matrix;

(2n+1)!
: the number of terms with (21+1) PSI vertices in the expansion

(21 + 1)!(2n 21)!
\ 2n+1.

of (He_p + Hp_,)

21+1(-1r (2/ +1)!
: the number of nonzero terms in the expansion of (H ,$)

1!(1 +1)!

and the associated phase factor,

(1+ 1)!: the number of possible ways to pair (1+1) r 's with (1+1)

r 's into (1+1) y's;

(2n 21 1)!!: the number of possible ways to pair 2(n-1) p 's into (n- I)

yc s;

(-0'1 (2n)!!: the number of possible ways to pair 2(n+1) A's into (n +1)

D( °) `s and the associated phase factor;
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(-1)1: the phase factor due to negative q 's in the 1 PSI vertices.

Multiplying the above numerical and phase factor together, we obtain the coefficient

for the term of (2n+1)th order with (21+1) PSI vertices

!coeff(n, I) = (-1r n.

(n I)!I! (2.6.26)

Note a sign difference between the above coefficient and the previous coefficients. It can be

verified that Eq. (2.6.26) yields results consistent with the coefficients of the results in

Eqs. (2.6.23) and (2.6.25). The algebraic factors are the same as for X1 in Section 2.4

except for the absence in Z2 of the factor of the electron occupation number. We then have

the following expression for the term of the order of (2n+1, 21+1),

z(22n+1,21+1)(q, iv.) (-1)n+12/ n! mgn- t) y2(t+1) [D(0)(479 iv.)r+1

(n I)! I! q tA4

x[r+(q, ivm)lc ivmrt (2.6.27)

Summing the above equation over £ from £ = 0 to £ = D., and then summing the resultant

equation over n from n = 0 to n = ., we obtain

Z2(q, iv,)=
a q2 DM (q , iv,n)y+(q, iv,,,,)

1+ DM (q , iv ni)[M:,ye (q, ivn)+2a:y-±(q, iv,n)].

Summing up results in Eqs. (2.6.20), (2.6.21), and (2.6.28), we have

M:ylq, iv,n)-4-2a:flq, iv,n)
Z(q, iv,n)= D(°) (q, iv,n)

1+ D`° ' (q, iv,n)[M:yc (q, iv,n)+2a:ylq, iv,n)1

Inserting the above result into Eq. (2.6.16), we finally obtain

D(°)(q, iv,n)
D(q, iv,n)=

1+ D(°)(q, iv,J[Mq2yc(q, ivm)+2aq2 rig, iv,n)1

(2.6.28)

(2.6.29)

= D(°)(q, iv m) 2a:D(°) (q, ivm)y- +(q, ivm)D(q, ivm)

Mq2D(°)(q, iv m)yc (q, ivm)D(q, ivm) , (2.6.30)
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2w
D(°)(q, iv .) = q

Vm COq

has been used.

The above equation is diagrammatically shown in Figure 13.

D

= \J'\ "N.

Figure 13 The Feynman diagrammatic counterpart of Eq.

(2.6.30); a thin wavy lines represent the free phonon Green's

functions, and the remaining graphic symbols have the same

meanings as in the previous figures.

Having derived equations for the spin susceptibility, the charge susceptibility, and

the phonon Green's function in the presence of the EPI and PSI, we are now in a position

to write down the self-consistent equations of these entities and to discuss their physical

consequences. This will be our topic in the next section.
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2.7 Self-Consistent Equations and Discussions

For the convenience of discussion, we rewrite down here the equations derived in

the previous three sections for the spin susceptibility, the charge susceptibility, and the

phonon Green's function.

z' (q, iv.) = ylq, iv.) aq2 )1' (q, ivm)D(q, iv,)y-+ (q, iv.) ,

xc (q, iv.) = yc (q, iv.) M q2 ye (q, ivm)D(q, iv.)yc (q, iv.) ,

D(q, iv.) = D(°)(q, iv.) 2a: D(°) (q, iv.)y-±(q, ivm)D(q, iv,)

M2D(°)(q, iv.)yc (q, ivm)D(q, iv.) .

(2.7.1)

(2.7.2)

(2.7.3)

The above three equations have been derived in one-loop approximation. They can

be improved by using the full spin susceptibility, the full charge susceptibility, and the full

phonon Green's function instead of the RPA susceptibilities for the intermediate

susceptibility bubbles. In the above algebraic forms, the improvement is equivalent to

replacing the last factor y-± in Eq. (2.7.1) by r+, the last factor yc in Eq. (2.7.2) by xc,

and y-+ and yc in Eq. (2.7.3) by r+ and xc, respectively. We then obtain the following

equations

z-+ (q, iv,)= y-+ (q, iv.) a: f+(q, ivm)D(q, iv.)z-±(q, iv.) ,

xc(q, iv.) = re (q, iv.) M 2 yc (q, ivm)D(q, iv.)zc (q, iv,),

(2.7.4)

(2.7.5)

D(q, iv.) = D(°)(q, iv,)+ D(°)(q, iv.)11(q, ivm)D(q, iv.) . (2.7.6)

In Eq. (2.7.6), II(q, ivni) is the phonon self-energy and is given by

11(q, iv,)= 2a: z-+(q, iv.) M q2 zc (q, iv.) . (2.7.7)

It can be seen that Eqs. (2.7.4), (2.7.5), and (2.7.6) form a closed loop for z-+,

xc, and D. We have thus completed the task of deriving the self-consistent equations for

the spin susceptibility, the charge susceptibility, and the phonon Green's function for
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strongly correlated electron systems. The Feynman diagrams corresponding to these

equations are shown in Figure 14.

"4""""".

=

=
111111111111111111111111111111

= W."."."..

(a)

(b)

(c)

+

+

+

+

Figure 14 The Feynman diagrams corresponding to the self-

consistent equations. (a) corresponds to Eq. (2.7.4); (b) corresponds to

Eq. (2.7.5); (c) corresponds to Eq. (2.7.6).

Eqs. (2.7.4-6) are in fact third order equations for x", xc, and D. There are three

solutions for each of the three quantities, x', f, and D.
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We have thus seen that, for a strongly correlated electron system, in the presence of

the spin-orbit coupling the spin and charge excitations are intimately related. This is easy to

understand if the spin and charge degrees and freedom are carried by the same

quasiparticles. Due to the presence of large fluctuations of both spin and charge, the

system can become unstable to either an SDW state or a CDW state or both, depending on

the relative strengths of various couplings. The EPI and PSI can also lead to great

modification to phonon properties. Through their coupling to spin and/or charge

excitations, phonons are capable of forming new excitations under the background of

strong spin and/or fluctuations.

We have assumed that the vertex corrections to the PSI are not important. If the

vertex corrections turn out to be significant, we then have to solve the coupled integral

equations.
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Chapter 3

Effects of Antiparamagnons on Phonons

3.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we shall investigate in detail the effect of antiparamagnons on

phonons. For this purpose, a simpler model Hamiltonian will be applied. In momentum

space the model Hamiltonian is given by

H =Iekckac+IIck+qT ck'-q1 c c
kT

cagbgbqfb
ka kk'q

+Ig(q)ci:+qacka(bq + b-t q) 9

kqa
(3.1.1)

where 4, and cko are electron creation and annihilation operators of wave vector k and

spin a, N and bq are the phonon creation and annihilation operators of wave vector q, ek

is the tight-binding dispersion relation

ek= (D/2)[cos(k.a)+ cos(kya)] (3.1.2)

with a the lattice constant and 2D the bandwidth, U is the on-site Coulomb repulsion,

(.0 's are the bare phonon frequencies, I = U/N with N the total number of lattice sites,

and g(q) is the bare electron-phonon interaction vertex.

One of the unsolved puzzles in high temperature superconductivity is the relation

between superconductivity and antiferromagnetism. Early work by Berk and Schrieffer34

concluded that ferromagnetic spin fluctuations suppress superconductivity in the singlet

pairing state. They treated the paramagnons and phonons on the same footing without

considering their interactions. The omission of interactions between paramagnons and

phonons can be justified by the following arguments. Since the ferromagnetic spin

fluctuations are localized about the wave vector q = 0 in momentum space, they primarily

affect phonons of wave vector q = 0. Observing that only finite wave vector phonons

contribute to pairing, we see that the interactions of paramagnons and phonons do not have

much effect on superconductivity. However, antiferromagnetic spin fluctuations are
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localized above a finite (large) wave vector, and therefore, their effects on phonons have to

be taken into consideration.

We will see that there are two contributions to the phonon self-energy from the ring

and ladder diagrams, respectively. The contribution from the ring diagram enhances the

phonon self-energy by a factor similar to the exchange enhancement of the spin

susceptibility. It is simple and does not have any structure. However, the contribution from

the ladder diagrams is complicated and has a rich structure.

3.2 Antiparamagnon Effects on Phonon Green's Function

In this section, we shall derive a general formula for the phonon self-energy taking

into account of the effects of antiferromagnons. We start with finding the exact phonon

Green's function. The phonon Green's function on the imaginary frequency axis is defined

by

D(q, r) = (TrAq(2)A_q(0)) , (3.2.1)

where Aq = bq + bi In calculating D(q, i-), we shall take the on-site Coulomb repulsion

and the electron-phonon interaction as perturbations. The S -matrix is given by

13

S(13) = Tr exp{ich- [1-lep(2)+ Hc(r)] , (3.2.2)
0

where lig, is the electron-phonon interaction Hamiltonian

Hep = Eg(octk,ac.(bq -}-b_tq),
kilo

and He is the on-site Coulomb repulsion Hamiltonian

Hc = lEct ct ck+qi k'-q1 lelCkT
kk'q

(3.2.3)

(3.2.4)

According to the perturbation method, the full phonon Green's function is to be

calculated from the following
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D(q, = (T,Aq(2)A_q(0)S600,c , (3.2.5)

where the subscript 0 on the average sign means that the thermal average is to be taken with

respect to the unperturbed Hamiltonian H0,

Ho = I ekcicoc + I co d aq
ka q

(3.2.6)

and the subscript c means that only the terms corresponding to the connected Feynman

diagrams are to be kept.

In obtaining the full phonon Green's function, we shall perform the calculation in

two steps. In the first step, we shall obtain the full phonon polarizability bubble by

retaining 2 electron-phonon interaction vertices and summing up all ring and ladder

diagrams arising from the on-site Coulomb repulsion. In the second step, we shall sum up

all the terms generated by iterating the above full phonon polarizability with the electron-

phonon interaction vertex.

Using the S-matrix in Eq. (3.2.2) and keeping only the terms with 2 electron-

phonon interaction vertices, we have

D(2) (q, 2) = D(°)(q, 11 dr" (TrAq(2)itg(0)11ep(11- v(r"))0,c

(__113 13. e c e
i) de, dr j d. cpc

2n=1 n! 0 0 0 0

x(T,Aq ( (0)Hep( ificp(1-11/c (c )- Hc (T.)) , (3.2.7)

where D(2)(q, 2) denotes the phonon Green's function with two electron-phonon

interaction vertices and the unperturbed phonon Green's function D(°) (q, 2) is defined by

D(°)(q, 1-)= (TrAq(2)A_q(0)) . (3.2.8)

Among the terms yielded by the third term on the right hand side of Eq. (3.2.7), we

are interested in two kinds of sets of diagrams, the ring and ladder diagrams. The ring

diagrams give rise to an additional self-energy correction to the phonons; the ladder
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diagrams result in the corrections to the electron-phonon interaction vertex. Physically, the

ladder diagrams describe the effect of the particle-hole excitations on the electron-phonon

interaction vertex. If the Coulomb exchange interaction is strong, the particle-hole

excitations can produce strongly enhanced spin fluctuations. Since we know that there exist

very strong antiferromagnetic spin fluctuations in the cuprate high temperature

superconductors, we expect that they modify the properties of phonons. The investigation

of the effect of the ladder diagrams on the phonon frequencies is thus desired.

Using Wick's theorem and Fourier transforming Eq. (3.2.7) into frequency

representation, we can rewrite Eq. (3.2.7) as

D(2) (q) = D(°)(q)+ 21g(02 D(') (0110 (q)D(°)(q)

Ig(q)12 (-1r lictr del- del dT, .1dr
0 0 0n =1 /21.0

xD(°)(q, r T')D(°)(q, T")

x (Trc;_q0.(1-')c. paerlctp,±qo.,(1-")c p,,,(T")11,(T)- Hc(Zn))0 ' (3.2.9)
pp'cra'

where no (q) is the bare phonon polarizability without antiparamagnon effects and its value

is given by the negative of that of the zeroth order spin susceptibility, 110(q) = zo(q).

The third term on the right hand side of Eq. (3.2.9) gives the following

contributions from the ring diagrams

DRing(q)= 21g(q)12D(°)(0110(q)D(°)(0{-1110(q) +[-11-10(q)]2

+1mocor

= 21g(q)12D(°)(0110 (q)D(°)(q) Mo(q)
1+ IIIo(q)

= 2/Ig(q)12D(°)(q)II0(q)D(°)(q) 2CI(q) (3.2.10)
1 xo(q)

The contributions from the ladder diagrams are found to be



13h,er(q) = 211g(q)12 D(°) (02

x 1 IGM(p 00)(p)G(°)(p' q)G( 3)(p')p2

x {-InO(P 11 ±[-1110(13 112 + [mo(P PI +

= 212Ig(q)12 D(0)(02
G(0)(p 00)(p)

P PP'

x Zo(P 131 G( °) (P' 00)(P')
l ixo(P p')

90

(3.2.11)

Noting that the susceptibility in the Random Phase Approximation (RPA) is given by

xi \ Zo(q)
w ) 1 IX0(q)

(3.2.12)

we can rewrite Eq. (3.2.11) as

Duer(q) = 2/21g(q)12D(°)(02

x 1 1 G(°)(p 00)(p)x(p p')G(°)(p' q)G(°)(p') . (3.2.13)/32

Inserting the results in Eqs. (3.2.10) and (3.2.13) into Eq. (3.2.9), we obtain

where

with

D(2)(0= D(°) + 2Ig(q)12 D(°) (01-1(q)D(°) (q) ,

n(q) = n0 (q) ± FIRM ± Ill. (q)

rIR (q ) = -Ix( On0 (q) ,

(q)
/2 V Go) ( 0G(0) 0G(0) (p, OG(0) 01

k V I 132 it VV

(3.2.14)

(3.2.15)

(3.2.16)

(3.2.17)

The Feynman diagrams for the phonon Green's function up to two EPI vertices are

shown in Figure 15.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 15 The Feynman diagrams for phonon Green's function up to

two EPI vertices. A thin solid line represents the free electron Green's

function, a thin wavy line represents a free phonon Green's function, a

thick wavy line represents a two-EPI phonon Green's function, a

dashed line represents Coulomb interaction, and a rope-like line

represents the RPA spin susceptibility. (a) and (b) are equivalent with

(b) using the RPA spin susceptibility.

Physically, the enhancement of the phonon polarizability arises because of richer

electron-hole excitations. It is known that antiferromagnetic spin fluctuations are electron-

hole excitations. Hence, the stronger the antiferromagnetic spin fluctuations are, the richer
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the electron-hole excitations are. Since phonons interact with electrons through electron-

hole excitations (the polarizability bubble), phonons are thus greatly modified by strong

antiferromagnetic spin fluctuations.

We now consider the full phonon Green's function. Generating higher order terms

of the electron-phonon vertex with the enhanced phonon polarizability bubble in Eq.

(3.2.15) yields the following series for the full phonon Green's function

D(q) = D(°) + 21g(q)1
2D(0)(0/(0D(0)(q)

+ 21g(q)12D(0)(0/(0D(0)(0/(0D(0)(q)

+21g(q)12D(0)(or/(0D(0)(ornoD(0)(orimp(0)(q) + .... (3.2.18)

Summing up the above series, we have

D -1(q) = De3)-1 (q) 21,002 n(q) (3.2.19)

We thus see that II(q) represents the phonon self-energy with the effect of strongly

enhanced spin fluctuations. To see quantitatively how the strongly enhanced spin

fluctuations affect the phonon self-energy, we now find an analytic expression for Eq.

(3.2.15) by using a phenomenological spin susceptibility.

3.3 A Model Spin Susceptibility

The self-consistent equations derived in Chapter 2 are difficult to solve. In order to

see the effects on phonons of antiferromagnetic spin fluctuations, we assume that the

phenomenological spin susceptibility proposed by Millis, Monien and Pines is a solution of

the spin susceptibility to the self-consistent equations and use it in Eq. (3.2.17). Here the

wave vector dependence of the spin susceptibility will be taken as a delta function. The

susceptibility on the real frequency axis is then given by

4cosF

cosF ico

where COsF is the characteristic spin fluctuation frequency.

(3.3.1)
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Since we work on the imaginary frequency axis, we need the form of the spin

susceptibility on the imaginary frequency axis, which can be obtained through the

following analytic continuation formula

00

, 1 f Imx(q, v')
X(q, m) = dv'r iv

The integrals involved are elementary. It can be easily obtained that

X (q, icon,) = 8.7.Q XQa)sF

wsF com

(3.3.2)

(3.3.3)

We are now in the position to carry out some analytic calculations to see how the

antiferromagnetic spin fluctuations described by Eq. (3.3.3) affect the phononic properties.

We shall evaluate the renormalized phonon polarizability at q = Q, starting with finding an

analytic expression for fIL (Q, Wm). Substituting the spin susceptibility in Eq. (3.3.3) and

the zeroth order electron Green's functions into Eq. (3.2.17) yields

2/z
2

co 1HL(Q, ivm) q SF EEG(0)(p
icon iVm)G(°)(p, icon)

13
p nn' WSF icon

xG(°)(p Q,icon.)0)(p 2Q, icon iv m)

I
2ZqwsF 1 1 1

132 nni L iWn Alm ep icon ep COSF ±iCOniCO,

1 1
x
icon, + epiwn,ivmep

Performing the summation over n, we have

/2 COsF 1 1

rIL (Q, iVm = Xqo EE
P icon, ep iVm ep

x
1 f(eP) +

f( EP)
2e iv l icon, w s F ep icon, WSF e p

(3.3.4)
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1 1

14cosF) (3.3.5)
iwn wsF Epi(Dn' WSF iVnt+ Ep

where f(ep) is the Fermi distribution function and n(cosF) is the Bose distribution

function. In the above equation three terms have to be summed over n'. When done

separately, the summations in these terms are given, respectively, by

1 1 1

,, icon, + EP icon, iv,n EP iCOn, COsF Ep

1 1 f (el') f (EP) f (EP + cosF)
= ,+ (3.3.6)

kBT 2ep + ivm iv. cosF 2ep + cosF (2ep + wsF)(iv. c0sF)

1 1 1

n, iCOn,+ Ep iCOn, iVm Ep iCOn, COsF iVm+ COP

1 1 f(ep) f(Ep) f(ep+WsF)= + \ ,kBT 2£ p+ iV iVm+ COsF 2ep cosF (ivm ± wsF)(2ep wsF )

1 1 1 1

n, icon, -f-EP icon, ivm E p icon, C° SF Ep i(Dn' hint WSF + Ep

1
,

kBT

±

1

[2 ep +i v. (ivm co sF)(2e C° SF) (illm ± a )SF)(2Ep ± C° SF)

1 [ f(Ep+cosF) f(ep+cosF)

f(:) f( -EP)

2ep ivm (ivm + cosF)(2ep cosF) (ivm wsF)(2Ep ± wsF)

(3.3.7)

. (3.3.8)

Substituting the results in Eq. (3.3.6) through Eq. (3.3.8) into Eq. (3.3.5), we obtain the

following result for fIL (Q, iv m)

[IL (Q, i vm )= 12x9c.oBB

XI
P

1 1 2 f (e p) 2 cosF f (E p)(1 f (e p)) 2 cosFf (e p) f (e p)

4 ep 2 + v2 iv + co 2 2 ,.,2
SFvm ± LUm m SF 4ep co SF



+
1 f (e p) (e + co sF) (1 f (e p)) f(ep+cosF)

2ep-1v, (2ep+ co sF)(iv m co sF) (2ep co SF)(ivm + co SF)

1
( f(EP) 1 f (e p) \

2ep + iv, (iv,,, cosF)(2ep cosF) (ivm ± cosF)(2ep ± cosF))

+
1 f(ep+ cosF) f (EP + cow)

2e iv (iv ± co sF)(2ep co sF) (ivm cosF)(2Ep + co sF) j
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. (3.3.9)

Since the characteristic energy of the antiparamagnons CO sp. is much smaller than the

energies of electrons at the Fermi surface, as an approximation we can drop cosF in

f(±e + co sF). Upon applying this approximation, IlL(Q, iv,) is simplified to

v WSF tanh2(f3ep/2) 2e coth(PcosF /2) tanh (Sep /2)
Lk (Q, ivm) = i2xQcosF, (3.3.10)

(44 + vni2)(4e2p (0,27)P

This is a surprisingly simple result considering the quite complicated-looking expression in

Eq. (3.3.9). Converting the sum over p into an integral over energy yields

D

LI L ( Q, i vfr, ) = 2 I 2 N ( 0 )4 cosF fde {(4e2
+

1

0

fle 13 WSF Sex[cosF tanh2 I 2ecothi 1=1114 ,

2 ) 2 ) 2 LI J
(3.3.11)

where N(0) is the density of states at the Fermi surface. Here we have neglected the effect

of the shape of the density of states at the Fermi surface. Since e appears at least to the

third power in the denominators, the upper limit of the integrals in the above equation can

be extended to infinity. We now have two integrals to carry out. These two integrals are

0 0

1, = 1 1
de

(4e2 + vm2 )(4e2
tanh2(f3e/2)
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1 1 1 th2(x) , (3.3.12)=
128

)83f
dx x2 ± (13Vm/4)2 X2 (SCO

0

= fde e
(4e2 + v.2)(4e2

tanh(f3e/2)2

1

0

#2
1 1

= dx x 2 tanh(x) . (3.3.13)
64 x2 + 0(.3v,/4)2 x2 (13cosF14)

0

The above two integrals will be performed by using the following expansion for the

hyperbolic tangent function

tanh(x) =
..0x2 + (2n + 1)2 z214

2x

Using the expansion in Eq. (3.3.14) twice in /1, we have

13

2 .u,.sF p,q=0

x

00

fdx x2
x2 (f3wsF/4)2 x2 + (2p +1)27r2/4 x2 + (2q +1)2K2/4

1

(3.3.14)

1dx x2
x2 + (I3Vm/4)2 X2 + (2p + 1)27r2/4 x2 + (2q + 1)2,r2/4

0

1

2/3 1

712(v,2+ co:F) p,,c, (2p +1)2 (2q +1)2

x

00

fdx x2
x2 (13C0sF/4)2 X2 + (2q +1)2K2/4

-I dx x2
1 1

x2 (scosF/4)2 x2 + (2p + 1)27c2/4



-I CIX X2
X2 ± (13Vm /4)2 X2 ± (2q + 1)2 2t2/4

0

+I dx x2
1 1

x2 +(fivm/4)2 x2 + (2p + 1)2 ir2/4
0

. 20 i.° 1

g2( 1, + co;.) ptJo (2p +1)2 (2q +1)2

{ SwsF )2 [(2q + 1)2 7r741 +(ficosF/4)2 (2p+ 1)27,21x ( 44 ± u3cosF14)2]

xf dx
1

x2 (ficosF14)2
0

1 1

1-(1 34m)2[(2q + 1)2 7r2 4- (fiVi4)2 (2p +1)271-2/4 Wv /4)2

xf dx
1

x2 + (0v,./4)2
0

i(ScosF/4)2 (0vm /4)2 1

(2p +1)2 Iry 4 + (ficov /4)2 (2p + 1)2 el 4 (sv nil 4)2 _I

.
1

fx dx
X2 ± (2p ± 1)2 ir2/4

0

[ (scosF /4)2 (0vm /4)2

(2q +1)2z2/4 + (0cosF /4)2 (2q +1)27r2/4 (fivm/4)2]

.
xI dx

1

x2 ± (2q +1)2 ice/41'
0

97

(3.3.15)
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in which there are four distinct integrals which are elementary and are given, respectively,

by

DO

I dx

1

x2 (PcosF / 4)2
0,

0

00

fdx

1 2,r

x2 + (f3v, /4)2 $11/.1
0

idx
1 . 1

x2 + (2p + 1)2 ir2/4 2p + 1
0

fcbc
0

(3.3.16)

(3.3.17)

(3.3.18)

1
=

1
,

x2 + (2q + 1)27r2/4 2q + 1
(3.3.19)

We then have the following result for Ii

11
2/3 ..'-''

= ,
1

le v,,,2 + co,sF) 4-4=0 (2p +1)2 (2q +1)2

+

IrSivnil 1 1

8 [ (2q + 1)27c2/4 (f3v./4)2 (2p +1)2 7e/4 (/y,/4)2]

1 [ (Pcosatt)2 ()gym 14)2

2p + 1 (2p + 1)2 Ir2/4 + (ScosF /4)2 (2p + 1)2 7e/4 (/gym/ 4)2

1 [ (scow/4)2 ()gym/ 4)2

2q +1 (2q +1)2 71-2 /4 + (SCOsF/4)2 (2q +1)27r2/4 (/3v,/4)2

To the lowest orders in Pv, and PcosF, we obtain the compact result for /I

8/3 1
/1 =

re (
, \ /

v,,,2 tosF) p,=(2p +1)2 (2q +1)2

(3.3.20)



101v.1[ 1 1 1xf
[ 8 L(2q +1)2 (2p + 1)2

±[(ficos1
2

+I P
)2

1_[4 2p +13 2q + 13))] }

/33 {
3

IV

kBTI vfril \-,- 1 1 ÷ 1

Vm
2

+ COSF p.q=0 ( 2p +1)2(2q +1)2
Za47r p,q=c, p + q +1

(2p + 1)2 + (2p + 1) (2q +1) + (2q + 1)2

(2p + 1)3 (2q + 1)3

703 i kBTI vfril
=

64 v2 + (02
C

, m SF /

where C is a plain constant number given by

99

(3.3.21)

C 7 16 1

27r3
C(3) + L

7r' (2p +1) + q +1)(2q +1)

27 C(3)
1 1 I\ v- 1

tif(p + 2) , (3.3.22)
7r3 457r 7r5 111L2) p+0(2p +1)4

where C is the Riemann zeta function and of is the digamma function.

We now evaluate the second integral 12. Substituting the expansion for the

hyperbolic tangent into 12 yields

/32

1= f 22
1 1 1

32
dx x

=0 x2 ± (13Vm / 4)
2

x2 (13C0sF /4)
2 x2 + (2n +1)2 7e/4

0

x2 (fiCOsp /4)2 x2 + (2n +1)27r2/4

P(V ) fdx x2
1 1 1

4 x2 + (f3vm/4)2 x2 (flcosF/4)2 x2 + (2n +1)2 7r2
0



/32

32k
= I

' vm 2 + 6) n=0

00

00

dx
x2 (PWSF/4)2 x2 + (2n + 1)27e/4

+ vm1 dx
x2 ± (0Vm/4)2 X2 ± (2n + 1)2 Z2/4

0

=
/32 ... fil2

"'SF

32( v,2,, + co,:f. ) nE=0 (2n +1)27r2/4 + (f3cosF /4)2

+
(2n + 1)2702/4 ($Vm /4)2

xfdx
1 1

[
x2 (i3C0sF/4)2 X2 + (2n +1)27r2/4

0

2
vm

00

xf dx[
0

x2 +(fivm/4)2 x2 + (2n +1)27c2/41
,

100

(3.3.23)

in which the three elementary integrals can be done as in I. We then have the following

result for /2

/32 r.12
''SF 1/2 /

SF/4)2 2n +132k v! + cos2F)=0 (2n +1)27r2/4 + 66°)

v,2,, 27r 1 1}
+

(2n +1)27r2/4 (fivm/4)2 [131vml 2n +1

2kBTI vml
,..,2'32 x. 1 ''''SF

8( v,2 + 04) .44o 2n +1 (2n +1)z filvmli 2 (2n +1)2 71-2 ± owsF 12)2
(3.3.24)

To the lowest orders in /3Vm and ScosF for the two terms in the summation sign, we get the

following compact result



/32 2kBTI Vm I vc.r. 1 `A'SF

8(
2 2

Vm NSF
\
) n =0 (2n +1)2 7r2

32(

/32
7C(3) fa2[kBTI I

1

(2n +1)3

101

(3.3.25)

Inserting the results in Eqs. (3.3.21) and (3.3.25) into Eq. (3.3.11), we finally obtain the

following analytic result for the ladder diagram contribution to the phonon polarizability

KI2N(0)44
IIL(Q, ivm) = P(T ivm)

32(kBT)2 (v +

where

(3.3.26)

,,2 + co2F) 4 kBTIv.1 7c(3)P(T, iv )= Iv.1 c( v coth-( cosF (3.3.27)
cosF (kBT)cosF 7t w2SF 2763 2kBT

We now analytically continue FIL(Q, iv.) onto the real frequency axis and obtain

(Q v)
F

7/12N(0)4co:FP(T, 1 1

HL, (3.3.28)
64(kBT)2 V CO SF +i8 vcoSF +i8 I.

From the above expression on the real frequency axis, we see that FIL(Q, v) contains two

poles which are just off the real frequency axis. At frequencies close to the spin fluctuation

energy the ladder diagram contribution to the phonon polarizability can be very large and it

becomes singular as the frequency approaches the one of the poles. This thus confirms the

notion that antiparamagnons can have physically important effects on phonons.

In terms of the spin susceptibility in Eq. (3.3.1), the ring diagram contribution [Eq.

(3.2.16)] to the phonon polarizability is given by

HR (Q. v) = II 2wsF H0 (Q, v).
COSF iv (3.3.29)

Putting together the results in Eqs. (3.3.28) and (3.3.29), we obtain the following

renormalized phonon polarizability



n(Q, v) = (1
ixQcosF jno(Q,

v)
a)sF iv

KI2N(0)XQCOs2FP(T, v)( 1 1

64(kBT)2 V-F COSF + iS v coSF +i8 )

3.4 Discussion

102

. (3.3.30)

There remain several puzzling aspects of phonon behavior. The interaction between

electrons and phonons may also be related to the occurence of the unusual linear

temperature dependence of electrical electricity.

Two aspects of phonon interactions due to spin fluctuations have been considered

here. (1) In one case, the coupling of spin fluctuations to the phonon propagator due to the-

spin orbit coupling has been proposed. In this case, the nesting of the band structure in a

quasi two-dimensional lattice plays the important role of coupling phonons to charge and

spin fluctuations. (2) In the other case, the consequence of a vertex correction to the

electron-phonon coupling has been studied.

We now see how the self-energy in Eq. (3.3.30) modifies the phononic properties.

As is well-known, the real part of the phonon self-energy renormalizes the phonon

frequency and the imaginary part gives the phonon linewidth. The phonon lifetime is given

by the inverse of the linewidth.

Separating the real and imaginary parts of the phonon self-energy in Eq. (3.3.30),

we have

(Rell(Q, v) = 1 /ZQcosF Rello(Q, v)+
4QCOS F V

ImIl(Q, v)
V ± a)SF V + C°SF

KI2N (0)4 CVS3

F P(T V) 9

32 v2 c)s2F
(3.4.1)



(1
IXQOs2 imno(Q, v) IXQwvv Rello(Q,

2 2V ± COsFV + COsF

71.212N(0)44
P(T, v) [8(v cosF) s(v+ co,F)]

64(kBT)2

The frequency of the phonon of wave vector Q is to be solved from the equation

v2 va 2v2 Re II(Q, v) = 0 ,
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(3.4.2)

(3.4.3)

where vQ is the zeroth order frequency of the phonon of wave vector Q. The lifetime 2 is

given by

H(Q, 1/)1 .2Q = M (3.4.4)

Of prime interest is the ladder diagram contribution since it gives the vertex

correction to the electron-phonon interaction, arising from the phonon-spin fluctuation

coupling. Using only the ladder diagram part of the phonon self-energy in Eq. (3.4.3), we

have a fourth-order equation that determines the phonon frequency

v4 v2

where

CDV, 4kBT
SF

= 0 , (3.4.5)

(3.4.6)

v2 +
co2 coth(W

Q SF
c
i3T) IVID V Q[1

ZCO sF

4_ m2 v2 + CD _2 14c(3)
DvQcosF

2 kBT

cosF
'''' SF V ' VQWSF coth[

k BT

D = irg2 I2N (0)46 I[8(kBT)2] .

2kBT'

To see how a phonon frequency of nesting wave vector is affected, let us solve for

new phonon frequency from equation (3.4.5). As an approximate solution, the linear term

in the absolute value of the frequency will be neglected. In Table 1, several solutions with

different parameter(s) are given. In obtaining these solutions, the following values of

physical quantities are used: T=0.01 eV (116 K), 4=51.44 eV per unit cell, and

N(0)=5.54 eV per unit cell.
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In Table 1, WQ is the phonon frequency without spin-fluctuation correction to the

electron-phonon vertex and cosF is the spin-fluctuation frequency. When the spin-

fluctuation correction to the electron phonon vertex is considered, the frequencies become

col and w2. Thus, new modes are formed in the presence of spin fluctuations.

When the complete numerical calculations are done for an entire phonon spectrum,

two new spectra will be obtained. These new spectra are to be used in discussing phonon

related physical properties. For instance, the a2F-function for the new spetra can be

determined from the values of phonon linewidths ( yq = 1 4-1) for all wave vectors through

the following formula given by Allen

1
a2 F (co) =

(
I 7, 5 ( co co, ) .

KN 0)co q
(3.4.7)

Table 1. Values of the frequencies of new phonon and spin-fluctuation modes. In the

first column are the original phonon frequencies at wave vector Q in meV; in the second

column are the spin fluctuation characteristic frequencies in meV; in the third column are the

electron-phonon coupling strengths in meV; in the fourth column are the on-site Coulomb

repulsion in eV; The values of the frequencies of new phonon and spin-fluctuation modes

are given in the last two columns.

CO
Q COSF g I col 0)2

4.25 1.00 10 0.1 4.32 3.18

4.25 5.00 1.0 1.0 5.42 2.36

4.25 4.25 1.0 1.0 5.20 2.05

4.25 5.00 10 0.1 5.40 2.60



The effective electron-phonon coupling constant A is then given by

a2F
1
-

co '
(o

= 2 d
co

0
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(3.4.8)

Once A. is known, we can then easily estimate the supercomducting transition temperature

using the weak-coupling BCS theory or the McMillan 7', formula.



Chapter 4

The de Haas-van Alphen Effect

4.1 Introduction
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There are three primary experimental methods of probing Fermi surfaces: de

Haas-van Alphen (dHvA) effect, angle-resolved (direct and inversed) photoemission

spectroscopy (ARPES and ARIPES, respectively), and angular correlation of annihilation

radiation (ACAR) from positrons annihilating with electrons. The dHvA experiments

measure oscillations in electronic properties arising from electrons orbiting the Fermi

surface in resonance with an applied magnetic field. Long free paths are necessary for

electrons to complete orbit motions, which require clean, stoichiometric crystals, and low

temperatures. High temperature superconducting compounds would seem to be ill-fitted

to the application of dHvA experiments due to the short free paths and high upper critical

fields. Nevertheless, observations of dHvA oscillations in these compounds have been

reported35, 36. the Fermi surfaces have also been identified in the photoemission

spectroscopy"' 37.

It has been confirmed by NMR4 and neutron scatterings-8 experiments that there

exist strong antiferromagnetic spin fluctuations in the layered high temperature

superconducting compounds. These antiferromagnetic spin fluctuations have Bose like

propagators and are referred to as antiparamagnons in the quasiparticle picture, even

though they are not well-behaved quasiparticles. They can be involved in exchange

interactions where they are absorbed and emitted by electrons which acquire a self-energy

due to these interactions [see Figure 16]. Through this electron self-energy,

antiparamagnons affect the normal state and superconducting properties of these

compounds.
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Several attempts of modelling these antiferromagnetic spin fluctuations have been

taken. They include the marginal Fermi liquid (MFL) theory by Varma, Littlewood,

Schmitt-Rink, Abramhams, and Ruckenstein9' 20, 21, the pseodogap and spinbag

mechanism by Kampf and Schrieffer (KS)9-11, the nearly antiferromagnetic Fermi liquid

(NAFL) theory by Millis, Monien, and Pines (MMP)19, and the self-consistent

renormalization (SCR) theory by Moriya, Takahashi, and Ueda23. Since the spin

susceptibilities in the NAFL and SCR theories are very similar, here we consider only

one of them, the NAFL theory.

Although the hypothesis in the MFL theory does not specifically model the

antiferromagnetic spin fluctuations, we believe that these fluctuations underline the

hypothesis and that the model polarizability describes these fluctuations except for the

momentum dependence. The MFL hypothesis is that over a wide range of momentum q,

there exist both spin and charge density excitations with a polarizability which has a

contribution of the form

ImP(q, w)
N(0)signco, for 'col > T,

where N(0) is the unrenormalized one particle density of states. In consistence with the

convention for the expression of the spin susceptibility, the minus signs in Eq. (4.1.1) will

be dropped. We then write

for 'col < T,
(4.1.1)

Imx,(q, w) -
-N(0)(co/T), for lo)1 < T,

N(0)signw, for 'col > T,

where the subsript "MFL" is to signify that the spin susceptibility is from the marginal

Fermi liquid.

The imaginary part of the model spin susceptibility of Kampf and Schrieffer is

given by

(4.1.2)

lin %Ks (q, w) = 0(q) 21a22a) O(w0 HO) ,
wo

(4.1.3)
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where 0(q) is the momentum dependence part of the spin susceptibility and is given by

= I 02
+

r2 (4.1.4)

with the inverse of F being a measure of the spin-spin correlation length.

In the NAFL theory, the imaginary part of the spin susceptibility due to

antiferromagnetic spin fluctuations is given by

(q, co) = %Qct)
1

(4.1.5)
coSF [1 + (q - 02] 2 + co2 I co sF

where is the coherence length of antiferromagnetic spin fluctuations and COSF is the

characteristic spin fluctuation frequency.

The main feature of KS and MMP spin susceptibilities, the sharp peak located

about the nesting wave vector Q, is due to the underlying band structure which is that of

a half filled two dimensional square lattice. Kampf and Schrieffer stress the importance of

a pseudogap that appears in the quasiparticle spectrum. Millis, Monien, and Pines fit their

model spin susceptibility to the NMR experimental data.

The main purpose of this chapter is to investigate the characterisctics of the dHvA

oscillations in marginal and nearly antiferromagnetic Fermi liquids. Assuming the

applicability of Luttinger's theory38 for the dHvA effect in interacting systems, the

standard Lifshitz-Kosevich formula39 for the oscillatory part of the quasiparticle limit is

modified to display the change in frequency and amplitude40 arising from the anomalous

part of the spin susceptibility as

3/2

SZ
(M00) T (-1)' 27rr r Ir= e2 L + mb Re E(icon)]

4n=±0 r=1 r C°c.

x exp
2irr r

[co
7r2r)f Im E(icon )i}exp

2 TD

coc co,
(4.1.6)
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where r is the harmonic number, it is the chemical potential, b = viBB with y the

electron g-factor, p.B the Bohr magneton and B the magnetic field, and co, = eBlmo with

mo the bare band mass. The normal part of the spin susceptibility is assumed to be

absorbed into the exchange-correlated terms of a density functional calculation. Although

inessential to the result, a conventional Dingle temperature TD is assumed to adequately

describe "impurity scattering". Here E(icon) is the analytically continued field-

independent part of the self-energy defined in terms of the retarded self-energy E(k, co')

by

00

E(k , icon)= 1f
cico'ImE(k,

co')

z icon of
-00

(4.1.7)

The Luttinger approach to the dhvA effect has been surprisingly successful for

understanding some many-body aspects of the dHvA amplitude even in a few cases

where applicability might be regarded with suspicion. Self-energies can be calculated

from Eqs. (4.1.2, 3, 5). Then using Eq. (4.1.6), inferences may be drawn about the dHvA

frequency and amplitude and, in particular, effective masses.

4.2 Calculations of Self-Energies

In the one-loop approximation in which an electron emits a boson and then re-

absorbs it in the process which is depicted in Figure 16. We first derive a general

expression of the self-energy for quasi two-dimensional systems. From Figure 16, the

analytic form of the self-energy is given by

E(p, icon) = 01 g2 y x(p p', icon icon.)G(p', icon.) , (4.2.1)
p',Icon

where g is a coupling constant, 13 = 1 /T, and icon are Matsubara frequencies for

fermions, icon = i(2n + 1)/r//3 with n being integers. x(p p', icon icom) is the boson

propagator (the polarizability in the MFL theory and the spin susceptibility in NAFL
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theories) G(p', icom) is the electron single-particle Green's function. Here we use units

such that kB = 1 and h = 1.

Using the spectral representations of x and G, we can rewrite Eq. (4.2.1) as

E(p, icon) = 13- g2y, f
dv

Im x(p p', v)f dw ImG(p', CO)
Ir

kon

1 1
(4.2.2)

v icon+ icon, co -icon,

p -p', iW,,- iO),,.

icon. p, kon

Figure 16. The electronic self-energy arising from emission and re-

absorption of a boson in the one-loop approximation. A solid line

represents the electron one-body Green's function and a wavy line

represents the boson propagator (the bosonic polarizability in the MFL

theory and the spin susceptibility in NAFL theories).

The summation over icon, can be carried out by using the Poisson summation procedure

for fermions
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1
1 fdz f (z)

1 1

(4.2.3)v icon + icon, w icon. 2/ri z v icon z co
C

where the contour C encircles all the points icon, in a counterclockwise manner. Folding

out the contour and evaluating the residues, we have

1 1 .fln(v)±1_ f (co)

icon + icon, o) icon, co +v icon

where n(v) and f (co) are Bose and Fermi distribution functions, respectively.

Substituting the above result into Eq. (4.2.2) yields

(4.2.4)

g v )n(v) +1 f (co)
E(p, icon) = --2-2 zi-f dvIm x(p p', v)fdcolmG(p% . (4.2.5)

it p' CO ± V 1. CO

The above equation is essentially a self-consistent equation for the electronic self-energy.

As the lowest order approximation, we shall use the zeroth order electron Green's

function G(°) instead of the full electron Green's function G. For 0), we have

ImG(°)(p% co) = r8(co £p,) ,

where is is the electron energy measured from the Fermi surface.

The self-energy is then given by the following expression

2 n(v) + 1
E(p, n) = dv Im x(p p', v) (4.2.6)

P v+e

where the co-integral has been done.

Using the fact that Imz(p p', v) is an odd function of v, we can rewrite the v-integral

from 0 to infinity

.(,icon)._e_EidvImx(p- p, v) n(v)± f (-6P + n(v)+ f (e14 1. (4.2.7)
p, v + icon 1/ Ep, iCOn

0

The neutron scattering experiments have clearly shown that antiferromagnetic spin

fluctuations are centered about the four nesting wave vectors Q = (±x,± 7r) and this fact

has been built into the model spin susceptibilities in the NAFL theories. In contrast, the
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polarizability in the Marginal Fermi Liquid theory has no momentum-dependence. Here,

for simplicity we consider only one particular Q, for instance Q = (rc, 7r), with the

understanding that the final result for the NAFL theories has to be multiplied by a factor

of four to take account of the contributions from the other Q 's. In the spin susceptibilities

that we consider, the momentum dependence appears in the combination (p p' Q)2 .

For a half-filled, quasi two-dimensional, tight binding band, the relation ei_Q = ep,

holds. Using this relation, we can change the variable p' to p' + Q and obtain

2 n(v) + f(ep,) n(v) + f(ep,)],
E(p, icon)= g f dvImzred(p p' ,

P, v ep, icon v + ep, + icon
0

(4.2.8)

where the subscript "red" on xre4(p p', v) indicates that the momentum dependence

(p p' Q)2 is reduced to (p p')2.

Since the electrons near the Fermi surface are most effective in absorption and

emission of antiparamagnons, momentum p varies on the scale of the Fermi wave vector

kF. We can set IPI = kF and consider only the angular dependence as p moves on the

Fermi surface. We also set 1P1 = kF. The two-dimensional momentum integration can be

carried out by changing variables from p' to ep, and q = 1p p'l through

d2 p' N(0) dq
j (2702 ir p

-144. q2

where N(0) is the two-dimensional density of states per spin per unit area. Since the

layered high temperature superconducting compounds are quasi two-dimensional and

there is no dispersion in the z-direction, the /9:-integral can be done trivially and the

resulting value will be absorbed into the density of states so that the density of states now

becomes a three-dimensional one. We then have

(4.2.9)

'
dp: d2 D , > N(0)

de ,
dq

,

(27c) rr q2
(4.2.10)

where N(0) is now the three-dimensional density of states per spin per unit volume.



Using Eq. (4.2.10), we can rewrite Eq. (4.2.8) as

z( icon) =
g2N(0)

2kF

dv
0

dqlm
zred(q, v)

ir 2

0
(44 q2)1/2

xfde n,
v icon V ± £ icon

]n(v)+ f (e A n(v)+ f (e p,)
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(4.2.11)

Since only E(p, icon) for con > 0 are needed in discussing the dHvA effect, we will

restrict our calculations to con > 0. For con > 0, the ep,-integral can be performed and we

obtain

l(lCOn) =
i2g2N(0) dv

1-F ,
v2

2 dq
Im xred(q, v)

43 v[ + (2i7r7') (44 q2)112
00

(4.2.12)

To do q- and v-integrals, we need an explicit form of Imx,,nd(q, v). In the following, we

will first calculate the self-energy for the Marginal Fermi Liquid, and then for As(q, v)

and xp(q, v).

For the Marginal Fermi Liquid, using (4.1.2) in 4.2.12) we obtain

2k,,

i2g2 N2 (0)
/NEFL (1°)n )

The frequency

0

dq
1

(4g q2)112

2
T

eiTV[
1+ 2E

co x
2

V
12

J till V + (12ba.)2
0

vvV
+2

1.1 V2 ± (2inT)2]

=iTg2N2(0){(2n+1)[1+ ln(ct-22-4

Wx

frequency, we have

In
1+(2berlwx)2)

tan-' ( 1 )]}2br1+ (2.602
(4.2.13)

is an ultraviolet cut-off frequency. For the lowest Matsubara



IyiFL (i(0.,0 ) = iTg2N2(0)[1+ ln(c()].
T

For the spin susceptibility of Kampf and Schrieffer in Eq. (4.1.3), we have

WO 2kp
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(4.2.14)

IKs (iwn ) =
i4A,2g2N(0)1

04
dv 1+2E

n
V2

dq
1 r

,=1 v2 +(zeier)2] f (44_q2)1/2
0 0

( )ci(=
i2z2,2g2N(0) [2n +1 L 4.en'T

f3co0V44 + r2 1.1 coo leirT

For the lowest Matsubara frequency, we have

i2T2,2g2N(0)
lics(icon.0) =

wo /44 + r2

For the MMP spin susceptibility, we have

i2g2XQN(0) n
V2

Emmp (iCOn) = 1 dv[l + 2y,
gscos, j L 1=1 V ± (2iiiT)2

0

2 ki,

1 1
X fdq V2 2 2 2(44 q2) (1+ q

2
) +v 2 I cosF

0

q2 F2

(4.2.15)

(4.2.16)

(4.2.17)

Both the v-integral and the q-integral can be easily done if the v-integral is performed

first. The MMP self-energy is finally given by

[IMMP (iWn ) i 712 Tg2)(QN(13) (1 ± 412
1/2

0
n

+21 (4.2.18)
1=1 (1+ lenT/cosF)1/2

1

(1+ 2017'/cosF +4kg2)112

For the lowest Matsubara frequency, the MMP self-energy is

E (icon) = i!--r-Tg2zQN(0) 1
2 (1+ 4442)1/2

(4.2.19)
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There is a common feature in all the three self-energies calculated using xset,

XKs' and Xmmp respectively. That is, the real parts of the self-energies are all identically

zero, which means that there will be no frequnecy shift in the dHvA oscillations [see Eq.

(4.1.6)1 due to exchange interactions with the boson excitations (the paramagnons in

NAFL theories). However, there will be amplitude change since the imainary parts of the

self-energies are finite, which, together with the effective masses, will be disussed in the

following section.

The KS and MMP self-energies look very alike. They have exactly the same form

by noting that F is just the inverse of the coherence length This is surprising because

two spin susceptibilities have different wave vector and frequency dependence. The

difference in the wave vector and frequency dependence will not show up in the electrical

resistivity, the specific heat, and the dHvA effect.

4.3 Discussion

Ignoring impurity scattering, the dHvA amplitude is, from Eq. (4.1.6)

r
A = exp{ 21rr[con Im E(icon )1} .

n=0 C0c
(4.3.1)

At high temperatures and weak fields the sum converges sufficiently rapidly for the

amplitude can be approximated by the first term (n = 0) to obtain the Lifshiz-Kosevich

form. Substituting Eqs. (4.2.14, 16, 19) into Eq. (4.3.1), respectively, we obtain for the

leading contribution to the amplitude (r=1)

Ak(n = 0) = exp(-27r2Ticosck) , (4.3.2)

where co :k = with in: (k=MFL, KS, MMP) the effective masses which are given,

respectively, by41
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mmIL = m0{1+ 1 g2N2(0)[1+ ln(2L)i} (4.3.3)
T

2 A2g2N(0)
mics = mo [1 +

c o o 1144 + F2

2 1m*
2

= mo[1+gz2N(0) , .

111+ 4kg2

(4.3.4)

(4.3.5)

It is readily seen from the above expressions that the effective mass in a marginal

Fermi liquid depends on the temperature while the effective mass in a nearly

antiferromagnetic Fermi liquid does not. This can be observed in the specific heat

measurements. While the electronic specific heat at low temperatures is strictly linear in

temperature in a nearly antiferromagnetic Fermi liquid, it has a logarithmic correction in a

marginal Fermi liquid.

If high temperature superconducting compounds in the normal state behave like

marginal Fermi liquid described by Eq. (4.1.2), then the logarithmic temperature

dependence of the effective mass exacts an amplitude penalty against observation of

dHvA oscillations except at very high fields B > 50 T and very low temperatures

T 1 K where non-Lifshitz-Kosevich contributions effect some recovery of lost

amplitude.

However, if high temperature superconducting compounds in the normal state

behave like nearly antiferromagnetic Fermi liquids described by Eq. (4.1.3) or Eq. (4.1.5),

then the above penalty on the amplitude does not happen and the dHvA oscillations are

observable at high magnetic fields.
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Appendix A

Spin Susceptibilities in the One-Band Hubbard Model

In this appendix, we shall give detailed derivations of the first three terms of the

perturbation series of the longitudinal and transverse spin susceptibilities in the one-band

Hubbard model. We then discuss the RPA approximations. Made clear are what diagrams

are retained in the RPA and what diagrams are not.

A.1 The Hamiltonian and Definitions of Spin Susceptibilities

In momentum space, the Hamiltonian of the one-band Hubbard model is

H = Ho+ Hint

t t±7-71fekekaCka k+qT Ck'-q1C CkT
ka kk'q

(A.1)

In terms of the spin-i fermion creation and annihilation operators, the spin

operators are given by

Sq = 1Ec;,+
q

acyaifickfl , (A.2)
2 kap

where i = x, y, z, a, /3 = T, 1, and a' 's are Pauli matrices.

The components S; , S; , and S: of Sq are explicitly given by

.Ect Ck+qT

Ect Cq ki
k

z 1 /= Ect ctSq 2 k+qT kT k+q1Cki)

On the imaginary frequency axis, the spin susceptibilities are defined by

ev(q, igni) = 21dr (r)S"q (0)) ,

0

(A.3)

(A.4)

(A.5)

(A.6)
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where T, is the imaginary time ordering operator and (( )) indicates a thermal average

over a grand ensemble of systems described by the one-band Hubbard Hamiltonian.

The two important special cases of Eq. (A.6) are the longitudinal and transverse

spin susceptibilities, denoted by z' and x-+, respectively. They are defined by

xzz (q, iqm) = 2.1 dz. e'r(T,S;(2-)Sfq (0)) ,

(q, iqm) = 2jdi ( r)Si'q (0)) .

0

(A.7)

(A.8)

The retarded spin susceptibility can be easily obtained by making the analytic

continuation of the imaginary frequency into the upper half complex plane, i.e.,

(q) q0) = iqm)1 ichn>qo±i6
(A.9)

In the presence of the on-site Coulomb repulsion, the full spin susceptibilities can

be calculated through

iqm) = 2.1c11. (71,S: (r),Tq(0)M (13))
0

(A.10)

where the subscript "c" on the average sign indicates that only those terms which

corresponds to connected Feynman diagrams are kept, and 9if (13) is the so-called S-matrix

and is given by

MO) = T,expfldr Hinter)} , (A.11)

which has the following Taylor expansion

22, (-1)n P r fir(S) = L rn T,[Hint (TO ... Hint (Tn
rt=0 n! 0 0

Substituting the above expansion into Eq. (A.10), we have

(1)n P

xi" (q, iq,n) = 21 dr e
_i

n=0 n ! 0 0

(A.12)
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X(TAIL (1-)S_vg (0)Hint (1.1) Hint (1-n ) )0,c

z(0)gv(q, x( 1)/2v x(2)/iv(q, (A.13)

where x(i)1q,iqm) is the ith order term in the perturbation series of xlq, iqm) .

In the following, the zeroth order, first order, and second order terms of

iqm) and e(q, iqm) will be calculated separately. Then the RPA spin

susceptibilities are derived.

A.2 The Zeroth Order Spin Susceptibilities

The zeroth order spin susceptibilities x(°)' and x(0)-+ are very easy to calculate by

using the temperature Green's functions.

For x(°)zz , we have

fix(0).
iqm)) dr e'4-' (TrS; (s-)Sf q(0))(0))0 ,c

0

fi

= dr e-iqm.r[ (7' Ct Z.)C er)C1- Ck+qi ki k'qi k'i2 k 0,c
0

(TrCk+qi r)cki ("1")Cite_criCk,1)0,c

(T.Ch+ql (2)Chl 1-)ch,_qickl)

+(Trc ±q1(s-)c 1(1-)c ,_
k'I)

1 (0)= (k, 2)4i) (k + q , r) + (k, '044? (k + q, 1-)1
2 k 0

'V MIL \= L[GT vt, icon fitt)(7_ + q, tco+Iqm)
2P k,ico,,

±GIT (k, L wn)GiT (k q, L wn igni)1



= 2 [FT (q, iqm (q, iqm

where Gat)(k, icon) is the free fermion Green's function and is given by

and
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(A.14)

G0.(c(k, = (71,cka(r)c;,a)0

= Tr tefl(n0-110+PN)71,[cka(T)cIa] l , (A.15)

G(:),(k, icon) = sictr = 1 (A.16)
0 i ton Eka

a(q , iqm) = EG(002 (k + q, icon + icon)
k,ico.

The Feynman diagram of the first term of x(0* (q, iqm) is shown in Figure 17.

Figure 17 Feynman diagram corresponding to the first term of
x(c)zz

(q, iqm) ) jEq. (A.14)]; the Feynman diagram for the second term

can be obtained from the first one by reversing the spin arrow.

(A.17)

For free fermions, ekt = Ek l = Eh' Then the spin susceptibility zr for free fermions can

be written as

1 1 1(cr,

# kto, i con Ek iqm Ek+q

Performing the frequency summation, we obtain

(A.18)



fk fk
Xr(q, iqm) = in

+
p p

k --k+q
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(A.19)

where fk is the Fermi-Dirac distribution function.

The retarded spin susceptibility is obtained by making analytic continuation of the

imaginary frequency into the upper half complex plane. Thus

fk fk
Xr,R (g, q0) =

k q0 ek ek+q+ i8

where

The zeroth order transverse spin susceptibility is

13

(°)-+(q iqm) = 21dr e-i'r(S;(1-)Sq(0))0,c
0

13

2E fCh" r (Ct (T)C Ck+ql kT k'-qT
kk' 0

P

= e G.°T)(k, Z)Gi°2(k +q,
k 0

2 Z(0)(k )
d GT T 1°)n GIL

)(k
± ql 1°)n +iqm)

(A.20)

(A.21)

1-+(q, iqm) = l EG4(k, (0
(k q, iwn iqm) (A.22)

13 k,io)

The Feynman diagram for z(°)-+ is shown in Figure 18.

For free fermions, after the summation over the imaginary frequency is performed,

X 0,+R iqm) reads

(g, = 2y, q
k iqm + eh ek+q

The retarded transverse spin susceptibility for free fermions is then given by

(A.23)



26,R* %)= fk" fkgo ± ek Ek+q ±i8

Figure 18 Feynman diagram for the zeroth order transverse spin

susceptibility z(o)_+ (q, iv.).

A.3 The Longitudinal Spin Susceptibility

The perturbation expansion of the longitudinal spin susceptibility zzz reads

x(o)zz x(i)ZZ x(2)zz(q,

X(13)zz (q, ig,n) has been derived in the previous section and is given by

iqm) 2

1[I

The first order term is given by

X(1)z z (q, iqm) = -21 ide (T,S;(1-)Sfq(0)Hia(10,,
0 0

A

= -1 E jclz ide
2 kk' pp'q' 0 0
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(A.24)

(A.25)

(A.26)

X[(Trek±qi(T)Cki (T)Ciz,_qtek,rep+q,i (e)Cp,_qq( f)Cp,i( `11Cp1 (1)0,c

±(Trekt +qi(Z)Chi( r)Ckt ,_q1Ck,ICp+q,1(S"')C 1(11C pq(e)Cpi (1)

(TreLqi (*lit ( /Cpl. (11CpI (1CpT (1-'))°,c
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(TrCk+,11(1")Cia(T)Ckt,_q/CkTC1-p'Ter1Cpt'-qq(1-1cp'leicpTer1)0,c1

V -1 (0) - .2 (0)
(/ O= NLCII(k q, iWn lqm) GTT k, IW9R

k,10).

±Nig.i°2(k iwn igni)Gi1)(k, ic(02

+NiG1,1,)(k + (1, icon + ign)2 Gr2 (k, icon)

+Nici°2 (k + q, icon + iq,n)G(f2(k, icon)21

+vrt(q, iq,n)F1(q, iq,n) , (A.27)

where AL, is the number of fermions of spin

\
Na = Grc; mn)

P k2_,,i(2)

The Feynman diagrams corresponding to the terms in z(1)zz is shown in Figure 19.

Figure 19 Shown are Feynman diagrams corresponding to some

terms in the first order of e. Feynman diagrams not shown can be

obtained from the ones shown by reversing the spin arrows.

(A.28)

There are 60 terms corresponding to connected Feynman diagrams in the second

order of x'. Their Feynman diagrams are shown in Figure 20. Among them there are two-

fold and four-fold degeneracies. We then have 24 different terms (some of them are equal

in the paramagnetic state). Writing them out, we have
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P
(2)zz \ e-v a2 7x (q, iq,n) f d r, J d'r2 (T,Sq (T)Sf ,,(0)H int('r ,n,(T2))

0 0 0

2
V

= [N,Gr'1)(k q) iCt)n iqm)3Gri)(k/ icon)
k,ico

+N1g4(k + q, icon + iq,n)G4(k, icon)3

+9T42(k + q, icon + iqn,.)3e(k, icon)

-Fgqe.i.)(k q, icon + igin)Ci°2(k, ic°n )3

+N,12,0T)(k + q, icon + iqm)2 Gri)(k, icon)2

+gq,Gi°2(k + q, icon + iq,n)2 (k, icon)21

2
V

[NTG4(k igni)2G4(k/ iWn)Gi°2(k'' iWn')2
2132 kk' ,nn'

+N.T.G4 (k + q, icon + iq,n)Grt)(k, i n)2 GIT (k' n')2

-FAIsT(k q, icon ± )2 (k, iwn)Grt) (k' iwn')2

+NsiT (k + q, icon + iq,n)GiT (k, icon)2 Gri) (k', icon,)2

2NTG4 (k + q, icon + iq,n)G4 (k, ,L)Gi°2 (k' + q, icon, +iqm)

xgil) (k', i co n,)[Gi°2 (k' + q, icon, + iqn)+ (k', icon,)]

2NSi°,1,)(k + q, icon ± iqn)e (k con )Gri)(k' q, icon, +iqm)

xG,(T.T(k', ico,,,)[e(k'+ q, icon. +

V2+- 41.7eY,IGT(1)(k q, icon + ia )6TT ) (k ico lTTe) (k' + q icon, + lqm)

nn'n"
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xGrt)(k', icon)Gr2(k"+ k' k, i con" + icon, i co n)Gi°2 (k ", i co n.)

+gil) (k ± q, iwn+igni)Gr2(k, iwn)G1T (le ± q, icon, +iqm)

xe (k', i con,)4.) (k" + k' k, icon- + icon, i co n)Grt) (k", i co n.)1

V2 VI (0) 2 (0)
j °2 (k'+A- ,---iTn L [Gil (k + q, icon + iqm) Git (k, Icon )G.L1 (k ± q , ican' ± igne)

,-,p kk'q'
nn'm'

xe (k', i co ,,,)G4 (k + q + q', icon + iqm + iq'n)

± Grt) (k ±q, iwn ± iq ni)Gri) (k, iw n)2 Gi°2(k+ g', icon, ± iqw)

x GiT ( k', i c.on, )Gri) (k + q' , icon + iqn)

± GiT(k + q, icon ± ig.)2Gi°2(k, icon)Gri)(k' + g', icon' + ign)

xGri)(k, icon,)GiT(k ± q + q', icon + iqn, + iq:n)

±gi2(k ± q, icon + iqin)G(1.°2(k, icon)2G4(k+ q% icon, + igne)

xGrt)(k', icon,)e(k + q', icon + iqm1

2
V X-I (0) ) )

TR L G44 (k ± qI icon + iqm)G (III 1 Wn )GIT (k
,
± qI icon, ± /gm )p kk'k"

nn'n"

xgrt) (k', i co n,)Gri) i co n-)Gi°2 (k + k" k', icon + icon- icon.)

U2
S143 . GTT ) (k + q, icon + iqm )

TT
) (k ' icon)

N kk'k"
nn'n"

xgr2(k' + q, icon, + iq,n)G1,1,) (le, i con. )

xG 1°1) (k + k' k" , icon + icon, icon -)G4 (k ", icon-)
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+-
2

V
2 [FT (q, iq.)F1(q, iqui)2 + Ft (q, iqn,)2 r, (q, iq.)I. (A.29)

Q 0

o o

Figure 20 Some of the Feynman diagrams corresponding to the terms

in the second order of 2,-. The rest of Feynman diagrams can be

obtained by reversing the spin arrows.
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The RPA approximation corresponds to summing up to the infinite order the terms
x(1). z(2)zz.which can be written in the form similar to the last terms in Doing so

gives us

zzlzpA(q, iqm) = 2[r1 (q, ri(q, iqm

zo =

V =

zz
ZRPA =

+vEr(q, iqm)F1(q, iqm)

2 I-

orr ( iqm)iri(q,
iqm

)F 4.(q m)

+v317i(q, iqm)2F1(q, iqm)2 +

1 r
= [FT (q, iqm)1[1+v2F1(q, iqm)F1(q, iqm) + -

+vrt (q, iqm)1-11(q, iqm)[1+ v2FT(q, iqm)F1(q, iqm) +

11-1(q, iqm) + F1, (q, iq,n)+2vE1(q, iqm )1-1(q, iqm)
(A.30)

2 1 v2ITT (q, iqm)F1(q,iq,n)

+ CD o +o CD
Figure 21 The diagrammatic representation of the RPA
approximation for 2tRzzpA.

In the paramagnetic state (rT = = zo), ZRPA becomes

ZLA(q,iqm)= 2(0(q, igni)
1 v xo(q, iq.),

which has the diagrammatic representation shown in Figure 22.

(A.31)



A.4 The Transverse Spin Susceptibility

The perturbation series for the transverse spin susceptibility r+ is

iqm)
x(°' +(q,

x(i)-+(q, z(2)-1q,
iqm)+
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(A.32)

The zeroth order term has been calculated in Section A.2. The first order term,

iqm ), is found to be given by

13 13

x(1)- + (q, iqm) = 2.1dT e-i4-1 dr' (T,S;(T)Sif,,(0)11 interl)0c
0 0

fi 13

= E !Ch. e-lq"`T I de (71 Ct (T)C (Z)C Ck+ql ki k'-qi k'
kk' PPV 0 0

xc;,,1(r')c;,,_qq(e)cp,1(e)c1(e))0,c

= -21)E Ci Cull de
kiz' 0 0

x[Gi°2 (k + q, s-)G(T°T) (k, sigri) (k, 142 (k', 0)

+41) (k q, 'r' T)41) (k q, e)Grt) (k, '1')GrT) (le 0)

q(r°T)(k, (k q, 1-)Gri) (14' 'le q,

= 2v/3-2 E {Gr2(k q, iqm icon )4),.)(k, icon )2 E Gii (k, icon, )
k',ico.,

[+Gi2 (k ± q, iqm ± icon )2 OT(k, icon) E G.(iT (ie, io)n,)
k',iro.

+2v v--1 (0)
G1,1"(k + q, iqm + ico)Gri)(k, ico)1[

P

1 I
k,i,,)

= 21; 13-1 Gr2(k q, iqm iwn)Gri)(k, icon)
k,ico
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x[NIG4

+2vr' (q,

where AL, is the number of fermions

Na

and 1±(q, iqm) is given by

r±(q, iqm) --R

(k, i n) + (k + q, lqm + ic)n)]

)2 ,

of spin a

1 v., ,
= (4 2.,Gaa)kk,lcon),

P

(0)1
(k q,iqm iWn)GTT) (k, iWn)

P k, icon

(A.33)

(A.34)

(A.35)

The Feynman diagrams corresponding to the first order terms are shown in Figure 22.

Figure 22 Feynman diagrams corresponding to the first order terms

of the transverse spin susceptibility x-±.

The second order term of x' (q , iqm) is found to be given by

P

Z(2)+(q, iqm) = jdr ctrl id; (71,S;e0S-± ,(0)11inte riglint(;))
0 0 0

13

= v21 I I fdr e-ig-"rid-rich-2(Trckt +q1("Ockt(T)Cict
P2.1*12 0 0 0

(ZI)Cpt (ri)Cpi (r1)Cp1T (



xcpt2_,92t(; )Cp% (1.2 )Cpi (; )CP2 (;
0,c

.-2v2f3-1 G(11 (k+ q, icon + iq,n )G4 (k, icon)3
2
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+g1°2(k+q, icon ±i(17.)3G.4 (k, con)(NT)2

±GIT (k + q, iwn +ign)2Gr)(k, iw.)2N1Nd

+2v2f3-2 y [2e2(k+ q, icon + iq,n)4i) (k, icon)
k,ic o k' ,ico n.

XG(1(1) (le q, icon, + iq)2 Grt)(k' , ico,)NT

+2G1(1)(k + q, icon + iq JOT (k, icon)

xGr,L) (k' + q, icon, + iqn)G.(4)(k' , ico,)2

G11 (k + q, icon + lgrn Grt)(k, icon)Grt) (k', lcon,

G12 (k icon ± iq.)Grt) (k, 002 Gi2 jo),e)2 NT]

+2v2 )3 y, Lr [Gii)(k+q, icon ±iq.)2G4(k, ico ,,)4r) (k', icon')
k,ico k' 7',i4,,.

xe(k + q + q', icon + + iqn,)Gri)(k' + q' , icon, + iqn,)

-EGiT (k q, icon +igm)GTT )(k, i 002 Gi°2(k', haw)

x4 )(k + q', icon + iqn,)Gi°2 (k' + q', icon, +

2v2/3 -3 I I q, icon + ig,n)Gri? (k, icon)
k,it. k' ,icon. k",icon-

xGiT (k' + q, icon, + iq,n)G4 (k', io),,')Grt) (k ", icon-)

xe(k + q + k' k" , icon + iq + icon, icon ")



+2v2r+ (q, iq.)3
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(A.36)

The Feynman diagrams corresponding to the terms in the above equation are shown in

Figure 23.

Figure 23 Feynman diagrams corresponding to the second order

terms of the spin susceptibility 2C-+.

In the Random Phase Approximation (RPA), only the last terms in the first order

and second order terms and similar terms in the higher orders are kept. We then have

z},;A(q, iqm) = 2[1-' (q, iqm) + vr-+ (q, iqm )2 + v2F-± (q, iq,n)3 + 1



= 2
r-(q, iqm)

1-- vFlq, iqm)

In the paramagnetic state

we then have

XI1;A =

Flq, iqm) = Ft (q, iqm) = 1-1 ( q , iq,n)

x;A (q, iqm) = 24pA (q, iqm )

Figure 24 The diagrammatic representation of the RPA
approximation for the transverse spin susceptibility XRIA .
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(A.37)

(A.38)
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Appendix B

Fermion Self-Energy due to Spin Fluctuations

There are two kinds of Feynman diagrams that contribute to the fermion self-

energy. They are called the ladder and bubble diagrams. The ladder diagrams shown in

Figure 25 contribute EL (k) to the fermion self-energy, where the superscript L means the

contribution is from the ladder diagrams and k is a 4-momentum, k = (k, icon).

Analytically, EL (k) is given by

EL (k) = U2 f3-2EGO(k q)Go(k' q)Go(k')
k'q

+U3 13' EGo(k q)Go(k' q)Go(V)Go(k" q)Go(k")
k'k"q

IG0(k q)Go(k' q)Go(k1Go(k" q)Go(k")
k'k"k"'q

xGo(k"' q)Go(k"')

= U2 /3-1IG0(k q)[(1/s)IG0(k' q)G0(01
k'

+U3 13-1IG0(k q)[
q

+U4 frIGo(k q)[

2

(vs)y, Go(k' 44)Go(V)
k'

-(1113)1,G0 q)Go(k')
k'

.up-iEG0(k- 0{Uxo(q)+[U2C0(02 ±[U X0(03 +

= U13-1EG0(k q)[Ux0(q)]{1+ Uzo(q)+[140(q)]2 .1



UX0(q)= U rEG0(k q)
q 1U zo(q)

= U2 0-1y Go(k q)x(q)
q

where the RPA spin susceptibility

Xo(q)

/ 1 U xo(q)

has been used.

137

(B.1)

From the above result, we see that all the ladder diagrams arise from only

spin fluctuations (paramagnons). Those spin fluctuations are in modes m = ±1.

(Paramagnons are spin one excitations.)

IL (k) =
t

+

+

f

k

k-q

ks-9

is,

k

k-q

ki k2 k3

k +
k

t

k +
t

1:

ki kz k

ki kz ks k3 k

Figure 25 Self-energy contributions from ladder diagrams.

The contributions from the ring diagrams shown in Figure 26 are
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ER (k) = U2/3 -2 IGo(k q)Go(k' q)Go(k')
k'q

U4/3-4 EGG (k q)Go(k' q)Go(V)Go(k" q)Go(k")
k'k"k"'q

xGo (k" q)G0 ")

UV' IG0(k q)Go(k' q)Go(k1G0(k" q)Go(k")
k'k"k"'
k""k""'q

xGO(k" q)G0 ")G0 q)Go(k")Go(k""' q)Go(k""')

= U2 P-1IGo(k q)[(1I 13)EG0(k' q)Go(k91
4 k'

1±u40-11, G0(k q)[(1113)EG0(k' q)G0(0
q k'

+UV-1IG0(k q)[(1I )3)EGo (k' q)Go(V)1
q k'

+

= UrIG0(k q)1( Ix 0(q) +[IJ zo(q)13 +[U zo(q)15 +
q

=
1 { 1 1up-iy,G0(k q)
2 1 U xo(q) 1+U zo(q)}

U Z 0(0 U X0(q)
2 1

=
1U )3'1 Go(k q){

Uzo ( q ) 1+ U xo (q)
(B.2)

The second term in the curly brackets in the above equation arises from density

fluctuations, which, near the magnetic instability, is very small compared to the first term.

The first term represents the contribution from the paramagnons in the mode m = 0.
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Considering only the paramagnons, we have the following contributions to the self-energy

from the ring diagrams

ER(k) --=

+

t

t

k

zrptm(k) =
1 UZ0(q)
U 0-1EG0(k

q)2 q 1 U zo(q)

.--1 u-2p-11G0(k q)z(q)

k-q

q

k

+

+

t
k

k2-4

k-q k

(B.3)

Figure 26 Self-energy contributions from ring diagrams.

The total paramagnon contribution to the fermion self-energy is thus given by

E(k) = IL(k)+ EL(k) = 2U2)6-1EGo(k q)z(q) . (B.4)
q

Using the full fermion Green's function in the expression of the fermion self-energy leads

to an exact result. We then have

z(k)=-3iu2s-iy,G(k q)x(q) . (B.5)
q

To obtain the retarded self-energy on the real energy axis, we will make analytic

continuation of the variable icon into the upper half-plane. For this purpose, we rewrite the

sum over the imaginary frequency as a contour integral with the contour shown in Figure

27. Upon doing this, we obtain



r-- Im (icon v') = 0

Im v' = 0

Figure 27 The contour used in analytic continuation.

X,(k, icon) =
2

3 U2-1
it.i4If civ' coth(fly'

)G(k q, icon v')z(q, v')
2q c

±.._3

2
u2S-1 EG(k q, io).)x(q' 0)

q
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(B.6)

The presence of the second term in the above equation is because the contour does not

include the point v' = 0.

Manipulating the integral yields

E(k, icon) =
2
--U2 1---E[1dy' coth(PV I2)GR(k q, icon vi)Im xR(q, v')

27r -.

+ icho' tanh((0)72)ImGa(k q, w')zR(q, icon (01]- (B.7)

It is now time to make analytic continuation of the variable icon into the upper half-plane.

The retarded self-energy is then obtained

l(k, co) =
2

(12
2
--1--- 11.1 di/ coth0v72)GR(k q, co vlImxR(q, v')2- -PP



+ f dco' tanh(f3co'/2)ImGR(k q, co')XR(q, w col].

Inserting the spectral expressions of the retarded Green's function

and spin susceptibility

GR(k- q, v1= 1 f dco'ImGR(k q' co')

co' co + v' iS

XR(q,

00

w co' 1 fdi/ InIXR(q,
z v' co + _ is

-MS

into the self-energy equation, we obtain

-
E(k, co) = 3U2 1 clio'fc/V ImG

R
(k q, alimXR(q, v')

2 27r2 co'-w+ v'-i8

x[tanh(Y) + cotq-)]

=3U2
1 dc0,1- ImGR(k q, colImA(q, V)

2 27c2 co + i5

x { {1- 2nF(w')I +[1 +2nB(v')]}

= 3U2
1 dco' dv' ImGR(k q, alImA(q, v')

2 i27r3 q
f

co'- co+ v'-i8
- 00

00
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(B.8)

(B.9)

(B.10)

(B.11)

n,F(co v) [1+ r113(v)xfdv f[1- nF(c°
v- co+ co' -i8 v- co+ co' + u5 v' v -i8 v' n-B(v)v+ iS



_

1= U2 I dv f dco'ldv' ImGR(k q, collm zR(q, v')
2 i2r3 q

x[1 nF(c) v)
+

nF(co v) 1+ ni3(v) nB(v)
v co + co'i3 vco+co'443 v'vi8 v'v+ibi

3,= li 2 -1 f
2 i1 dV

2a

-
1 nF (co v)x dco' ImGR(k q, co')

[1
nF

(c° v)
+

v co + co' iS vco+co'+i8j
- 00

-
rti3(v) -1xj: fdi, ImzR(q, vi

v'
1 + nB(v)

vio v'
ns(v)

v +i( 57C

- 00

00

= i 3

2
U2EI -11/- G(k q, co v)z(q, v) .

2/rq

In deriving the last equality, the follow formulae have been used

00
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(B.12)

G(k, w) = 1fdco' ImGR(k, (01[1 nF(c°) + nF(w) , (B.13)it co' co iS co' co+h5

00

1
1 + nB(v) nB(v) 1z(q, v) = fclv ImzR(q, v')[v'

v i 6 v' v+ iS j
- 00

(B.14)

Dividing Eq. (B.12) by N, the total number of lattice sites, we obtain the following fermion

self-energy per lattice site

00

I(k, co) = i
2
-U2 1I i G(k q, co v)z(q, v) . (B.15)N 2

- 00

The above result can also be derived simply by changing all the imaginary

frequencies, in the expression of the self-energy on the imaginary energy axis [Eq. (B.5)],
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into real ones and converting the summation over the imaginary frequencies into an integral

over the real frequencies by using the recipe

/3-11(--)
i27r

fdv (.-) . (B.16)




